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Financial Highlights
US dollars in millions

Total Revenues

2009 2008

$8701 $86O1

2007

$8454

Assurant uses net aperatiap income ci nocuGAAP financial cneas.ure as an icnocrtant measure the ccapanvh
ape itme fo Opt in ms iie cpu Ps as usc mc XL ludm ci jhii ri mis as Pm
and so in nal at nh cci ns Ph ass sec nu at the us 1s Amos OPt itt Id Pci lu ftn

mare information and reconc.iliatio.n of net operatiap in conic to net incocnc

Excludinh accumulated other co.mpre.henshe income loss PCI

$8528

Net Earned Premiums 7403 7550 7925 7408

Net nvestment ncome 703 699 774 799

Net Operating ncome 11 560 465 637 694

Shareholders Equity
21 4495 4787 4380 4035



To Our Shareholders

A55uraflt net earned rerniums were $7 hi iiion for the

yeac and our operatr.ng return .vOrWO equit.y \C5 12.

percent We increased net operaong income 20 percent

to 0.360. mihlcn Net income for the yem riecreased to

$279.2 mthr.n duO t.o the impairm.ent of goodwiN that

odgin.at.ed from acquisitions cornptetori many yea.rs ago

Ow dumo or vmut pm ha xuk run AO sues

up yeorovervear hy Pt rcont The Assurant in.vest.ment

porttoho rommos sohr and wt are oplimistic ahout each of

our husinesses as we enter 2011

Thrcughout 2010 we continued to exercise disriohne in

ourdopoymerrt of captt.aI We returned more than $600

rntt.hon to h.arehofmters in repurch.ases and dividends

Our sh.are repurchasea meoresrst.eO 13 percent of the

sdhares or.rfstarrdrn at yea rend 2009 NO aiso tncreaaeo our

riividend for the seventh con.secut.ive 7050 These actions

uoders.core t.he aJhihty of the stsaurant s.pecialt.y hfform

trt generate ftc caso fiossc

We errded the year wrfh $fiiiO mi ihon in corporate ca.pifai

iso intrease of nearly 2.4 p.ercrrnt irom the previous year

api ta do ny to en ra megy roy ides fi at

Robert POLLOCK

Presidiafo arrri Chief bxec.ritrve Officer Assu rant Si

ffoxihiIity guided Ny three princrpkes safeguarding

t.he haiance sheet against risk Onchog opoortuntt.tes

to ffrow through arquisition and returning value t.o

ort shareholders

During ItO sue streamh nod operatiorts to improve

the customer expmt rienc.o white reducing costs 579 also

developed nosy revenue opport.unifies t.hrough broader

set of prorh.cts and servic.es that we can hmld o.n in 2011

arrri beyond

2010 RESULTS FROM OPERAIIONS

Assurant SoLutions

Asso mint Solutions oruseci on deveiopinfI new chent

relationships and dhst.mihuf ion channels in 11010 Net

not 790 on urn mit tmc Lf 31 sv Abe relhnu td nut

earned premiums were $2411 hilhmxn We were especialOy

p.leasod with the fuihyear improvemntnt in cur international

opitiattnf3 me suits Domestic tovOnuos sveme dosvn due to the

mnpact of reduced levels of consumner spmmdi Our proneed

ASSURANT mn Aunuat Oupurt
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Amounts are presented in United States of America U.S dollars and all amounts are in thousands except number of shares per
share amounts

registered holders number of employees
beneficial owners number of securities in an unrealized loss position and number of loans

Forward-Looking Statements _______________________

Some of the statements under Business Managements Discussion

and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations and

elsewhere in this report particularly those anticipating future financial

performance business prospects growth
and operating strategies and

similar matters are forward-looking statements within the meaning

of the U.S Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 You can

identify these statements by the fact that they may usc words such as

will may anticipates expects estimates projects intends

plans believes targets forecasts potential approximately

or the negative version of those words and other words and terms

with similar meaning Any forward-looking statements contained in

this report are based upon our historical performance and on current

plans estimates and expectations The inclusion of this forward-

looking information should not be regarded as representation by us

or any
other

person
that the future plans estimates or expectations

contemplated by us will be achieved Our actual results might
differ

materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements

The Company undertakes no obligation to update or review any

forward-looking statement whether as result of new information

future events or other developments

In addition to the factors described under Critical Factors Affecting

Results the following risk factors could cause our actual results to

differ materially from those currently estimated by management

the effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and

the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and the

rules and regulations thereunder together the Affordable Care Act

on our health and employee benefits businesses ii deterioration in

the Companys market capitalization compared to its book value that

could result in further impairment
of the Companys goodwill iii loss

of significant client relationships distribution sources and contracts

iv failure to attract and retain sales representatives losses due to

natural and man-made catastrophes vi decline in our credit or

financial strength ratings including the risk of ratings downgrades

in the insurance industry vii actions by governmental agencies

that could result in the reduction of the premium rates we charge

viii unfavorable outcomes in
litigation

and/or regulatory investigations

that could negatively affect our business and reputation ix current or

new laws and regulations that could increase our costs and/or decrease

our revenues general global economic financial market and
political

conditions including difficult conditions in financial capital and credit

markets the global economic slowdown fluctuations in interest rates

mortgage rates monetary policies unemployment and inflationary

pressure xi inadequacy of reserves established for future claims

losses xii failure to predict or manage benefits claims and other costs

xiii increases or decreases in tax valuation allowances xiv fluctuations

in exchange rates and other risks related to our international operations

xv unavailability inadequacy and unaffordable pricing of reinsurance

coverage xvi diminished value of invested assets in our investment

portfolio due to among other things volatility in financial markets

the global economic slowdown credit and liquidity risk other than

temporary impairments
and inability to target an appropriate overall

risk level xvii insolvency of third parties to whom we have sold or

may sell businesses through reinsurance or modified co-insurance

xviii inability of reinsurers to meet their obligations xix credit risk

of some of our agents
in Assurant Specialty Property

and Assurant

Solutions xx failure to effectively maintain and modernize our

information systems xxi failure to protect client information and

privacy xxii failure to find and integrate suitable acquisitions and new

insurance ventures xxiii inability of our subsidiaries to pay
sufficient

dividends xxiv failure to provide for succession of senior management

and key executives and xxv significant competitive pressures
in our

businesses and xxvi cyclicality of the insurance industry For more

detailed discussion of the risk factors that could affect our actual results

please refer to the Critical Factors Affecting Results in Item and

Risk Factors in Item 1A of this Form 10-K

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K



PART

ITEM Business

Assurant Inc Assurant or the Company is Delaware corpotation

formed in connection with the initial public offering IPO of its

common stock which began trading on the New York Stock Exchange on

February 2004 Prior to the IPO Fortis Inc Nevada corporation

formed Assurant and merged into it on February 2004

Assurant is provider of specialized insurance products and related

services in North America and select worldwide markets Our four

operating segmentsAssurant Solutions Assutant Specialty Property

Assurant Health and Assurant Employee Benefitspartner with clients

who are leaders in their industries and build leadership positions in

number of specialty insurance market
segments in the United States of

America U.S and select worldwide markets These segments provide

debt protection administration credit-related insurance warranties

and service contracts pre-funded funeral insurance lenderplaced

homeowners insurance manufactured housing homeowners insurance

individual health and small employer group health insurance group

dental insurance group disability insurance and
group

life insurance

Assurants mission is to be the premier provider of specialized insurance

products and related services in North America and select international

markets To achieve this mission we focus on the following areas

Building and maintaining aporfolio of specialty

insurance businesses

Our four operating segments are focused on serving specific sectors of

the insurance market We believe that the diversity of our businesses

allows us to maintain greater level of financial stability because our

businesses will generally not be affected in the same way by the same

economic and operating trends

Competition

Leveraging set of core capabilities for competitive

advantage

We pursue strategy of building leading positions in specialized market

segments
for insurance products and related services in North America

as well as select international markets In these markets we seek to apply

our core capabilities to create competitive advantage managing risk

managing relationshits with large distribution partners and integrating

complex administrative systems These core capabilities represent areas

of expertise that are advantages within each of our businesses We

seek to generate attractive returns by building on specialized market

knowledge well-established distribution relationships and in some

businesses economies of scale

Managing ta rgeted growth initiatives

Our approach to mergers acquisitions and other growth opportunities

reflects our prudent and disciplined approach to managing our businesses

Our mergers
and acquisitions process targets

new business that
supports

our existing
business model We establish performance goals in our

short-term incentive compensation plan for senior management based

on growth in targeted areas

Identfring and adapting to evolving market needs

Assurants businesses strive to adapt to changing market conditions by

tailoring product and service offerings to specific client and customer

needs By understanding the dynamics of our core markets we seek to

design innovative products and services that will enable us to sustain

long-term profitable growth and market leading positions

Assurants businesses focus on niche products and related services

within broader insurance markets Although we face competition in

each of our businesses we believe that no single competitor competes

against us in all of our business lines The business lines in which we

operate are generally characterized by limited number of competitors

Competition in each business is based on number of factors including

quality of service product features price scope
of distribution financial

strength ratings and name recognition The relative importance of these

factors varies by product and market We compete for customers and

distributors with insurance companies and other financial services

companies in our businesses

Competitors of Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property

include insurance companies and financial institutions Assurant

Healths main competitors are other health insurance companies Health

Maintenance Organizations HMOs and the Blue Cross/Blue Shield

plans in states where we write business Assurant Employee Benefits

competitors include other benefit and life insurance companies dental

managed care entities and not-for-profit dental plans

ASSURANT INC 2010 Form 10-K



PART
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Segments

lot idttional information on our segments
sec item Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial ontlinon mel Results of

Opeiauon Results of Operations
md Note 23 to the Consolidated Financial Statements included elsesshcie in this icpoit
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PART
ITEM Business

Product and Services

Assurant Health
competes in the individual medical insurance market

by offering medical insurance and short-term medical insurance to

individuals and families Our products are offered with different

plan options to meet broad
range

of customer needs and levels of

affordability Assurant Health also offers medical insurance to small

employer groups

In March 2010 President Obama signed into law the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act and its companion bill the Health Care and

Education Reconciliation Act together the Affordable Care Act
which

represent significant changes to the current U.S health care system

The
legislation

is far-reaching and is intended to expand access to health

insurance coverage over time The legislation includes requirement

that most individuals obtain health insurance
coverage beginning in

2014 and that most large employers offer
coverage to their employees

or they will be required to pay financial penalty In addition the

new laws encompass certain new taxes and fees including limitations

on the amount of compensation that is tax deductible and new fees

which may not be deductible for income tax purposes

The legislation will also
impose new requirements and restrictions

including but not limited to guaranteed coverage requirements

prohibitions on some annual and all lifetime limits on amounts paid

on behalf of or to our members increased restrictions on rescinding

coverage establishment of minimum medical loss ratio requirements

the establishment of state insurance exchanges and essential benefit

packages and greater limitations on product pricing

Although the National Association of Insurance Commissioners the

NAIC has issued model regulations and the Department of Health

and Human Services HHS has issued interim final regulations

to implement the minimum medical loss ratio MLR and rebate

provisions of the Affordable Care Act certain issues remain to be fully

resolved including issues arising from possible further
requests by state

insurance commissioners for relief from the MLR and the
response

from the Secretary of HHS to such
requests

During Second Quarter 2010 we completed an extensive review of our

Assurant Health business and considered number of possible future

strategies Three critical themes emerged from our review we believe

significant opportunities will exist to sell individual medical insurance

products although the dynamics and characteristics of the post-reform

market will be different specialty expertise will still be required and we

believe that we can earn adequate profits
in this business over the long-

term without making large commitments of capital In order to do so

we will have to reduce operating and distribution costs and modi1 our

product lines Such changes are underway We may refine our strategy

as new regulations are issued or additional regulatory agency
actions are

taken in the wake of the Affordable Care Act The full impact of the

Affordable Care Act will not be known for many years as it becomes

effective at various dares over the next several
years

We believe that the

Affordable Care Act will lead to sweeping and fundamental changes

to the U.S health care system that are expected to significantly affect

the health insurance industry

Individual Medical

Our medical insurance products are sold to individuals primarily

between the ages of 18 and 64 and their families who do not have

employer-sponsored coverage We offer wide variety of benefit plans

at different price points which allow customers to tailor their coverage

to fit their unique needs

Small Employer Group Medical

Our group medical insurance is primarily sold to small companies with

two to fifty employees although larger employer coverage is available

As of December 31 2010 our average group size was approximately

five employees

Marketing and Distribution

Our health insurance products are principally marketed through

network of independent agents We also market through variety of

exclusive and non-exclusive national account relationships and direct

distribution channels In addition we market our products through

North Star Marketing wholly-owned affiliate that seeks business

directly from independent agents Since 2000 we have had an exclusive

national marketing agreement with major mutual insurance company

whose captive agents market our individual health products This

agreement will expire in September 2018 and allows either company

to exit the
agreement

with six months notice We provide many of

our products through well-known associations administrator under

an agreement that automatically renews annually We also have

long-term relationship with national marketing organization with

more than 50 offices

Underwriting and Risk Management

Following the
passage

of the Affordable Health Care Act many of the

traditional risk management techniques used to manage
the risks of

providing health insurance have become less relevant The Act places

several constraints on underwriting and mandates minimum levels

of benefits for most medical coverage It also imposes minimum loss

ratio standards on many of our policies Assurant Health has taken

steps to adjust its products pricing
and business

practices to comply

with the new requirements

Please see Managements Discussion and AnalysisAssurant Health

and Risk FactorsRisks Related to our IndustryReform of the

health insurance industry could make our health insurance business

unprofitable for further details

ASSURANT INC 2010 Form 10-K
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PART
ITEM Business

Enterprise Risk Management

As an insurer we are exposed to wide variety of financial operational

and other risks as described in Item 1A Risk Factors Enterprise risk

management ERM is therefore key component
of our business

strategies policies and procedures Our ERM process is an iterative

approach with the following key phases

Risk identification

High-level estimation of risk likelihood and severity

Risk prioritization at the business and enterprise levels

Scenario analysis and quantitative impact modeling for key

enterprise risks

Utilization of quantitative results and subject matter expert

opinion to help guide business strategy and decision making

Through our ERM process and our enterprise risk quantification model

we monitor variety of risk metrics on an ongoing basis with particular

focus on impact to net income both GAAP and Statutory company

value and the potential need for capital infusions to subsidiaries under

severe stress scenarios

The Companys ERM activities are coordinated by an Enterprise

Risk Management Committee ERMC which includes managers

from across the Company with knowledge of the Companys business

Regulation _____________________________

activities The EF1JvIC develops risk assessment and risk management

policies
and procedures It facilitates the identification reporting

and prioritizing
of risks faced by the company and is responsible for

promoting risk-aware culture throughout the organization The ERMC

also coordinates with each of the Companys four Business Unit Risk

Committees BURCs which meet regularly and are responsible for

the identification of significant
risks affecting their respective business

unit Those risks which meet our internally-defined escalation criteria

including emerging risks are then reported to the ERMC

Our Board 0f Directors and senior management are responsible for

overseeing significant enterprise risks The ERMC reports regularly to

the Chief Executive Officer and presents its work periodically to both

the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee

Through the use of regular committee meetings business unit and

enterprise risk inventory templates risk dashboards hypothetical

scenario analysis and quantitative modeling the Company strives

to identify track quantify communicate and manage our key risks

within prescribed tolerances

Our ERM process
continues to evolve and when appropriate we

incorporate methodology changes policy modifications and emerging

best practices on an ongoing
basis

The Company is subject to extensive federal state and international

regulation
and

supervision
in the jurisdictions where it does business

Regulations vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction The following is

summary of significant regulations that apply to our businesses and

is not intended to be comprehensive review of every regulation to

which the Company is subject For information on the risks associated

with regulations applicable to the Company please see Item 1A Risk

Factors

U.S Insurance Regulation

We are subject to the insurance holding company laws in the states

where our insurance companies are domiciled These laws generally

require insurance companies
within the insurance holding company

system to register with the insurance departments of their respective

states of domicile and to furnish reports to such insurance departments

regarding capital structure ownership financial condition general

business operations and intercompany transactions These laws also

require
that transactions between affiliated companies

be fair and

equitable In addition certain intercompany transactions changes of

control certain dividend payments
and transfers of assets between the

companies within the holding company system are subject to prior

notice to or approval by state regulatory authorities

Like all U.S insurance companies our insurance subsidiaries are subject

to regulation and supervision in the jurisdictions in which they do

business In general this regulation is designed to protect the interests

of policyholders and not necessarily the interests of shareholders and

other investors

To that end the laws of the various states and other jurisdictions

establish insurance departments with broad powers
with

respect to

such things as

licensing
and authorizing companies and intermediaries including

agents and brokers to transact business

regulating capital surplus and dividend requirements

regulating underwriting limitations

regulating companies ability to enter and exit markets or to provide

terminate or cancel certain coverages

imposing statutory accounting
and annual statement disclosure

requirements

approving policy forms and mandating certain insurance benefits

regulating premium rates including the ability to disapprove or

reduce the premium rates companies may charge

regulating claims practices

regulating certain transactions between affiliates

regulating the content of disclosures to consumers

regulating the type amounts and valuation of investments

mandating assessments or other surcharges for
guaranty

funds and

the
ability to recover such assessments in the future through premium

increases and

regulating market conduct and sales practices
of insurers and

agents

10 ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K



PART
ITEM Business

Dividend Payment Limitations

The Companys assets consist primarily of the capital stock of our

subsidiaries Accordingly our future cash flows depend upon the

availability of dividends and other statutorily permissible payments

from our subsidiaries The ability to pay
such dividends and to make

such other payments is regulated by the states in which our subsidiaries

are domiciled These dividend regulations vary
from state to state and

by type
of insurance provided by the applicable subsidiary but generally

require our insurance subsidiaries to maintain minimum solvency

requirements and limit the amount of dividends these subsidiaries can

pay to the holding company For more information please see Item

Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and

Results of OperationsLiquidity and Capital ResourcesRegulatory

Requirements

Risk Based Capital Requirements

In order to enhance the regulation of insurer solvency the NAIC has

established certain risk-based capital standards applicable to life health

and
property

and casualty insurers Risk-based capital which regulators

use to assess the sufficiency of an insurers
statutory capital is calculated

by applying factors to various asset premium claim expense
and reserve

items Factors are higher for items which in the NAICs view have greater

underlying risk The NAIC periodically reviews the risk-based capital

formula and changes to the formula could occur in the future

Investment Regulation

Insurance company investments must comply with applicable laws

and regulations that prescribe the kind quality and concentration

of investments These regulations require diversification of insurance

company investment portfolios and limit the amount of investments

in certain asset categories

Financial Reporting

Regulators closely monitor the fiiiancial condition of licensed insurance

companies and our insurance subsidiaries are required to file periodic

financial
reports

with insurance regulators Moreover states regulate the

form and content of these statutory financial statements

Products and Coverage

Insurance regulators have broad authority to regulate many aspects
of our

products and services For example some jurisdictions require insurers

to provide coverage to persons who would not be considered
eligible

insurance risks under standard underwriting criteria dictating the
types

of insurance and the level of
coverage that must be provided to such

applicants Additionally certain non-insurance products and services

such as service contracts may be regulated by regulatory bodies other

than departments of insurance

Pricing and Premium Rates

Nearly all states have insurance laws requiring insurers to file price

schedules and policy forms with the states regulatory authority In many

cases these price schedules and/or policy forms must be approved prior

to use and state insurance departments have the power to disapprove

increases or require decreases in the premium rates we charge

Market Conduct Regulation

Activities of insurers are highly regulated by state insurance laws

and regulations which
govern the form and content of disclosure to

consumers advertising sales practices and complaint handling State

regulatory authorities enforce compliance through periodic market

conduct examinations

Guaranty Associations and Indemnity Funds

Most states require insurance companies to support guaranty
associations

or indemnity funds which are established to pay claims on behalf of

insolvent insurance companies These associations may levy assessments

on member insurers In some states member insurers can recover portion

of these assessments through premium tax offsets and/or policyholder

surcharges

Insurance Regulatory Initiatives

The NAIC and state insurance regulators have considered and are

considering various proposals that may alter or increase state authority to

regulate insurance companies and insurance holding companies Please

see Item 1A Risk FactorsRisks Related to Our IndustryChanges

in regulation may reduce our profitability and limit our growth for

discussion of the risks related to such initiatives

Federal Regulation

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

Although health insurance is generally regulated at the state level

recent legislative actions were taken at the federal level that impose

added restrictions on our business in particular Assurant Health and

Assurant Employee Benefits In March 2010 President Obama signed

the Affordable Care Act into law Provisions of the Affordable Care Act

and related reforms have and will become effective at various dates over

the next several years and will make sweeping and fundamental changes

to the U.S health care system that are expected to significantly affect

the health insurance industry Although we cannot predict or quantify

the
precise

effects of the Affordable Care Act on our business they will

include in particular requirement that we pay
rebates to customers

if the loss ratios for some of our products lines are less than specified

percentages
the need to reduce commissions and the consequent risk that

insurance producers may sell less of our products than they have in the

past changes in the benefits provided under some of our products limits

on lifetime and annual benefit maximums prohibition from imposing

any pre-existing
condition exclusion as it applies to enrollees under the

age of 19 who apply for coverage limits on our ability to rescind
coverage

for
persons

who have misrepresented or omitted material information

when they applied for
coverage and after January 2014 elimination of

our ability to underwrite health insurance products with certain narrow

exceptions requirement to offer coverage to any person who applies

for such coverage increased costs to modify and/or sell our products

intensified competitive pressures that limit our ability to increase rates

due to state insurance exchanges significant risk of customer loss new

and higher taxes and fees and the need to operate
with lower

expense

structure at both the business
segment

and enterprise level

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K 11



PART

ITEM Business

Employee Retirement Income Security Act

Because we provide products and services for certain U.S employee

benefit plans we are subject to regulation under the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 as amended ERISA ERISA places

certain requirements on how our Company may do business with

employers that maintain employee
benefit plans covered by ERISA

Among other things regulations under ERISA set standards for certain

notice and disclosure requirements and for claim processing and appeals

In addition some of our administrative services and other activities may

also be subject to regulation under ERISA

HIPAA HITECH Act and Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

along with its implementing regulations HIPAA impose various

requirements on health insurers HMOs health plans and health care

providers Among other things Assurant Health is subject to HIPAA

regulations requiring certain guaranteed issuance and renewability of

health insurance coverage
for individuals and small

groups generally

groups
with 50 or fewer employees and limitations on exclusions based

on pre-existing conditions

HIPAA also imposes requirements on health insurers health plans and

health care providers to ensure the privacy and security
of protected

health information These privacy and security provisions were further

expanded by the
privacy provisions contained in the Health Information

Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health Act the HITECH

Act which enhances penalties for violations of HIPAA and requires

regulated entities to provide notice of security breaches of protected

health information to individuals and HHS In addition certain of our

activities are subject to the privacy regulations of the Gramm-Leach

Bliley Act which along with regulations adopted thereunder generally

requires insurers to provide customers with notice regarding how their

non-public personal health and financial information is used and to

provide them with the opportunity to opt out of certain disclosures

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer

Protection Act

In July 2010 President Obama signed into law the Dodd-Frank Wall

Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act the Dodd-Frank Act
which implements comprehensive changes to the regulation of financial

services in the U.S Among other things Congress created the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau the CFPB While the CFPB does not have

direct jurisdiction over insurance products it is possible that regulations

promulgated by the CFPB may extend its authority more broadly to

cover these products
and thereby affect the Company or our clients

Other Information

International Regulation

We are subject to regulation and supervision of our international operations

in various jurisdictions These regulations which vary depending on the

jurisdiction include anti-corruption laws solvency regulations various

privacy insurance tax tariff and trade laws and regulations and corporate

employment intellectual property
and investment laws and regulations

In addition to the U.S the Company operates
in Canada the U.K

Argentina Brazil Puerto Rico Chile Germany Spain Italy Mexico

and China and our operations are supervised by regulatory authorities

of these jurisdictions For example our operations in the U.K are

subject to regulation by the Financial Services Authority the FSA
Insurers authorized by the FSA are generally permitted to operate

throughout the rest of the European Union subject to satisfying

certain FSA requirements and in some cases meeting additional local

regulatory requirements

We are also subject to certain U.S and foreign laws applicable to

businesses generally including anti-corruption laws The Foreign

Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 the FCPA regulates U.S companies

in their dealings
with foreign officials prohibiting bribes and similar

practices In addition the U.K Anti-Bribery Act which should become

effective during 2011 has wide jurisdiction over certain activities that

affect the U.K

Securities and Corporate Governance Regulation

As company with publicly-traded securities Assurant is subject to

certain legal and regulatory requirements applicable generally to public

companies including the rules and regulations
of the U.S Securities

and Exchange Commission the SEC and the New York Stock

Exchange the NYSE relating to public reporting and disclosure

accounting and financial reporting and corporate governance matters

Additionally Assurant Inc is subject to the corporate governance
laws

of Delaware its state of incorporation

Environmental Regulation

Because we own and operate real property we are subject to federal state

and local environmental laws Potential environmental liabilities and

costs in connection with
any required remediation of such properties is

an inherent risk in property ownership and operation Under the laws

of several states contamination of property may give rise to lien on

the
property to secure recovery of the costs of the cleanup which could

have priority over the lien of an existing mortgage against the property

and thereby impair our ability to foreclose on that property should the

related loan be in default In addition under certain circumstances we

may be liable for the costs of addressing releases or threatened releases of

hazardous substances at properties securing mortgage
loans held by us

Customer Concentration

In the opinion of Companys management there is no single customer

or group
of affiliated customers whose loss would have material adverse

effect on the Company No one customer or group
of affiliated customers

accounts for 10% or more of the Companys consolidated revenues

Employees

We had approximately 14000 employees as of February 15 2011

Assurant Solutions has employees in Argentina Brazil Italy Spain and

Mexico that are represented by labor unions and trade organizations

We believe that employee relations are satisfactory
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Sources of Liquidity

For discussion of the Companys sources and uses of funds see

Item 7Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition

and Results of
OperationsLiquidity and Capital Resources and

Note 15 to the Consolidated Financial Statements contained elsewhere

in this report

Taxation

For discussion of tax matters affecting the Company and its operations

see Note to the Consolidated Financial Statements contained elsewhere

in this report

Financial Information about Reportable Business

Segments

For financial information regarding reportable business
segments

of

the Company see Item 7Managements Discussion and Analysis of

ITEM 1A Risk Factors

Financial Condition and Results of Operations and Note 23 to the

Consolidated Financial Statements contained elsewhere in this report

Available Information

Our annual
reports on Form 10-K quarterly reports on Form 10-Q

current reports on Form 8-K the Statements of Beneficial Ownership

of Securities on Forms and for our Directors and Officers and all

amendments to such reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13a
or 15d of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended are available

free of charge through the SEC website at www.sec.gov
These documents

are also available free of charge through the Investor Relations
page

of

our website www.assurant.com as soon as reasonably practicable after

filing Other information found on our website is not part of this or

any other report filed with or furnished to the SEC

Certain factors may have material adverse effect on our business financial condition and results of operations and
you

should carefully consider

them It is not possible to predict or identify all such factors

Risks Related to Our Company

Our revenues andprofits may decline we were unable

to maintain relationships with significant clients

distributors and other parties important to the success

of our business

Our relationships and contractual arrangements with significant clients

distributors original equipment manufacturers and other parties with

whom we do business are important to the success of our segments Many
of these

arrangements are exclusive For example in Assurant Solutions

we have exclusive relationships with retailers and financial and other

institutions through which we distribute our products including an

exclusive distribution relationship with SCI relating to the distribution

of our preneed insurance policies In Assurant Specialty Property we

have exclusive relationships with
mortgage lenders and manufactured

housing lenders manufacturers and
property managers In Assurant

Health we have exclusive distribution relationships for our individual

health insurance products with major mutual insurance company as

well as relationship with well-known association through which we

provide many of our individual health insurance products We also

maintain contractual relationships with several
separate

networks of

health and dental care providers each referred to as PPO through

which we obtain discounts Typically these relationships and contractual

arrangements have terms ranging from one to five
years

Although we believe we have generally been successful in maintaining our

clients distribution and associated relationships if these
parties

decline

to renew or seek to terminate these
arrangements or seek to renew these

contracts on terms less favorable to us our results of
operations and

financial condition could be materially adversely affected For example

loss of one or more of the discount arrangements with PPOs could

lead to higher medical or dental costs and/or loss of members to other

medical or dental plans In addition we are subject to the risk that these

parties may face financial difficulties reputational issues or problems with

respect to their own products and services which may lead to decreased

sales of our products and services Moreover if one or more of our clients

or distributors consolidate or align themselves with other companies we

may lose business or suffer decreased revenues

Sales of our products and services may be reduced if

we are unable to attract and retain sales representatives

or to develop and maintain distribution sources

We distribute our insurance products and services
through variety

of

distribution channels including independent employee benefits
specialists

brokers managing general agents
life

agents
financial institutions

mortgage
lenders and servicers retailers funeral homes association

groups and other third-party marketing organizations

Our relationships with these distributors are significant both for our

revenues and profits We do not distribute our insurance products and

services through captive or affiliated
agents

In Assurant Health we depend

in large part on the services of independent agents and brokers and on

associations in the marketing of our products In Assurant Employee

Benefits independent agents and brokers who act as advisors to our
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customers market and distribute our products Strong competition

exists among insurers to form relationships with agents and brokers of

demonstrated ability We compete
with other insurers for relationships

with
agents brokers and other intermediaries primarily on the basis of our

financial
position support services product features and more generally

through our ability to meet the needs of their clients our customers

Independent agents
and brokers are typically not exclusively dedicated

to us but instead usually also market the products of our competitors

and therefore we face continued competition from our competitors

products Moreover our ability to market our products and services

depends on our ability to tailor our channels of distribution to comply

with changes in the regulatory environment in which we and such agents

and brokers
operate

The minimum loss ratios imposed by the Affordable Care Act have

compelled health insurers to decrease broker commission levels Similarly

the Company recently decreased its commission levels for distribution

channels that market Assurant Healths individual medical and small

employer group
medical products Although the Company believes

that its revised commission schedule is competitive with those of other

health insurers adapting to the new reform environment this reduction

could
pressure our relationship with the distribution channels that we

rely on to market our Assurant Health products and/or our ability to

attract new brokers and
agents

which could materially adversely affect

our results of operations and financial condition In addition many

of the agents and brokers who distribute Assurant Employee Benefits

products make large part of their living from sales of health insurance

To the extent that some of them decide to pursue
other occupations

the resulting loss of distribution could have material adverse impact

on the sales of Assurant Employee Benefits products

We have our own sales representatives whose distribution process varies

by segment We depend in large part on our sales representatives to

develop and maintain client relationships Our inability to attract and

retain effective sales representatives could materially adversely affect

our results of operations
and financial condition

General economic financial market and political

conditions may materially adversely affect our results

of operations
and financial conditions Particularly

difficult conditions in financial markets and the global

economy may negatively affect
the results of all of

our business segments

General economic financial market and
political

conditions may have

material adverse effect on our results of operations
and financial

condition Limited availability of credit deteriorations of the global

mortgage
and real estate markets declines in consumer confidence

and consumer spending increases in prices or in the rate of inflation

continuing high unemployment or disruptive geopolitical events could

contribute to increased volatility
and diminished expectations for the

economy and the markets including the market for our stock These

conditions could also affect all of our business segments Specifically

during periods of economic downturn

individuals and businesses may choose nor to purchase our

insurance products warranties and other related products and services

ii terminate existing policies or contracts or permit them to lapse

iii choose to reduce the amount of coverage they purchase and

iv in the case of business customers of Assurant Health or Assurant

Employee Benefits have fewer employees requiring insurance coverage

due to reductions in their staffing levels

clients are more likely to experience financial distress or declare

bankruptcy or liquidation
which could have an adverse impact on the

remittance of premiums from such clients as well as the collection of

receivables from such clients for items such as unearned premiums

disability insurance claims and claims on other specialized insurance

products tend to rise

there is higher loss ratio on credit card and installment loan insurance

due to rising unemployment and disability levels

there is an increased risk of fraudulent insurance claims

insureds tend to increase their utilization of health and dental benefits

if they anticipate becoming unemployed or losing benefits and

substantial decreases in loan availability
and origination could reduce

the demand for credit insurance that we write or debt cancellation or

debt deferment products that we administer and on the placement

of hazard insurance under our lender-placed insurance programs

In addition general inflationary pressures may affect the costs of

medical and dental care as well as repair and replacement costs on our

real and personal property lines increasing the costs of paving claims

Inflationary pressures may also affect the costs associated with our

preneed insurance policies particularly those that are guaranteed to grow

with the Consumer Price Index or CPI Conversely deflationary

pressures may affect the pricing of our products

Our earnings could be materially afjected by ii

impairment of goodwill

Goodwill represented $619779 of our $26397018 in total assets as

of December 31 2010 We review our goodwill annually in the fourth

quarter
for impairment or more frequently if circumstances indicating

that the asset may be impaired exist Such circumstances could include

sustained significant decline in our share price decline in our actual

or expected
future cash flows or income significant adverse change in

the business climate or slower growth rates among others Based on our

2010 annual goodwill impairment test we determined that our Assurant

Health and Assurant Employee
Benefits reporting units experienced an

impairment
of $306381 Based on the same test it was determined

that the goodwill assigned to our other two reporting units were not

impaired Circumstances such as those mentioned above could
trigger

an impairment
of some or all of the remaining goodwill on our balance

sheet which could have material adverse effect on our profitability

For more information on our annual goodwill impairment testing and

the goodwill of our segments please see Item 7MDA--Critical

Factors Affecting ResultsValue and Recoverability of Goodwill

Competitive pressures
or regulators

could farce us

to reduce our rates

The premiums we charge are subject to review by regulators If they

consider our loss ratios to be too low they could require us to reduce

our rates In addition competitive conditions niay put pressure on

our rates In either case significant rate reductions could materially

reduce our profitability
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Catastrophe losses including man-made catastrophe

losses could materially reduce our profita bility
and have

material adverse effect on our results of operations
and

financial condition

Our insurance operations expose us to claims arising out of catastrophes

particularly in our homeowners life and other personal lines of business

We have experienced and
expect to experience catastrophe losses that

materially reduce our profitability or have material adverse effect on

our results of
operations and financial condition Catastrophes can

be caused by various natural events including but not limited to

hurricanes windstorms earthquakes hailstorms severe winter weather

fires epidemics and the long-term effects of climate change or can be

man-made catastrophes including terrorist attacks or accidents such

as airplane crashes While the frequency and severity of catastrophes

are inherently unpredictable increases in the value and geographic

concentration of insured property the geographic concentration of

insured lives and the effects of inflation could increase the severity of

claims from future catastrophes

Catastrophe losses can vary widely and could significantly exceed our

expectations They may cause substantial volatility in our financial

results for
any fiscal quarter or year

and could materially reduce our

profitability or materially adversely affect our financial condition Our

ability to write new business also could be affected

Because Assurant Specialty Propertys lender-placed homeowners and

lender-placed manufactured housing insurance products are designed

to automatically provide property coverage
for client portfolios our

concentration in certain catastrophe-prone states like Florida California

and Texas may increase in the future Furthermore the withdrawal of

other insurers from these or other states may lead to adverse selection

and increased use of our products in these areas and may negatively

affect our loss experience

The exact impact of the physical effects of climate change is uncertain

It is possible that changes in the global climate may cause long-term

increases in the frequency and severity of storms resulting in higher

catastrophe losses which could materially affect our results of operations

and financial condition

Our group life and health insurance operations could be materially

impacted by catastrophes such as terrorist attack natural disaster

pandemic or an epidemic that causes widespread increase in mortality

or disability rates or that causes an increase in the need for medical care

If the severity of such an event were sufficiently high it could exceed

our reinsurance
coverage

limits and could have material adverse effect

on our results of
operations and financial condition In addition with

respect to our preneed insurance policies the
average age

of policyholders

is approximately 73 years
This

group
is more susceptible to certain

epidemics than the overall population and an epidemic resulting in

higher incidence of mortality could have material adverse effect on

our results of operations and financial condition

We may also lose premium income due to large-scale business

interruption caused by catastrophe combined with legislative or

regulatory reactions to the event

A.M Best Moodys and SeP rate the financial strength

of our insurance company subsidiaries and decline in

these
ratings could affect our standing in the insurance

industry and cause our sales and earnings to decrease

Ratings are an important factor in establishing the competitive position

of insurance companies A.M Best rates most of our domestic operating

insurance subsidiaries Moodys rates six of our domestic operating

insurance subsidiaries and SP rates seven of our domestic operating

insurance subsidiaries These ratings are subject to periodic review by

A.M Best Moodys and SP and we cannot assure that we will be

able to retain them In 2010 for example Moodys lowered the financial

strength rating of our rated life and health insurance subsidiaries from

A2 to A3 and lowered the senior debt rating of Assurant Inc from

Baal to Baa2 citing uncertainty surrounding the viability of several

of the Companys core insurance products as result of changes in the

health insurance marketplace due to the Affordable Care Act SP
currently has negative outlook on our two principal health insurance

subsidiaries citing uncertainty of operating performance under the

Affordable Care Act

Rating agencies may change their methodology or requirements

for
determining ratings or they may become more conservative in

assigning ratings Rating agencies or regulators could also increase
capital

requirements for the Company or its subsidiaries Any reduction in our

ratings could materially adversely affect the demand for our products

from intermediaries and consumers and materially adversely affect

our results In addition any
reduction in our financial strength ratings

could materially adversely affect our cost of borrowing

As of December 31 2010 contracts representing approximately 17% of

Assurant Solutions and 24% of Assurant Specialty Propertys net earned

premiums and fee income contain provisions requiring the applicable

subsidiaries to maintain minimum AM Best financial strength ratings

ranging from or better to or better depending on the contract

Our clients may terminate these contracts or fail to renew them if the

subsidiaries
ratings

fall below these minimums Under our marketing

agreement
with SCI American Memorial Life Insurance Company

AMLIC one of our subsidiaries is required to maintain an A.M
Best financial strength rating of or better throughout the term of

the agreement IfAMLIC fails to maintain this rating for period of

180 days SCI may terminate the
agreement

Additionally certain contracts in the DRMS business representing

approximately 7% of Assurant Employee Benefits net earned premiums

for the
year ended December 31 2010 contain provisions requiring

the applicable subsidiaries to maintain minimum A.M Best financial

strength ratings ofA- or better DRMS clients may terminate the

agreements and in some instances recapture
in-force business if the

ratings of applicable subsidiaries fall below A- Similarly distribution

and service agreements representing approximately 17% of Assurant

Healths net earned premiums fot the year ended December 31 2010

contain provisions requiring the applicable subsidiaries to maintain

minimum A.M Best financial strength ratings ofA- or better for the

distribution
agreements or or better for the service agreement If

the ratings of applicable Assurant Health subsidiaries fall below these

threshold ratings levels distribution and service partners could terminate

their agreements Termination or failure to renew these
agreements

could materially and adversely affect our results of operations and

financial condition
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Unfavorable conditions in the capital and credit

markets may sign ficantly and adversely affect our access

to capital
and our ability to pay our debts or expenses

The global capital and credit markets experienced extreme volatility

and disruption during 2008 and through early 2009 In many cases

companies ability to raise money was severely restricted Although

conditions in the
capital

and credit markets have improved significantly

they could again deteriorate Our ability to borrow or raise money is

important if our operating cash flow is insufficient to pay our expenses

meet capital requirements repay debt pay dividends on our common

stock or make investments The principal sources of our liquidity

are insurance premiums fee income cash flow from our investment

portfolio and liquid assets consisting mainly of cash or assets that are

readily convertible into cash Sources of liquidity in normal markets

also include variety of short- and long-term instruments

If our access to capital markets is restricted our cost of capital could

go up thus decreasing our profitability and reducing our financial

flexibility Our results of operations financial condition cash flows

and statutory capital position
could be materially and adversely affected

by disruptions in the capital
markets

The value of our investments could decline affecting our

profitability
and financial strength

Investment returns are an important part of our profitability Significant

fluctuations in the fixed maturity market could impair our profitability

financial condition and/or cash flows Our investments are subject

to market-wide risks and fluctuations as well as to risks inherent in

particular securities In addition certain factors affecting our business

such as volatility of claims experience
could force us to liquidate

securities prior to maturity causing us to incur capital losses See

Item 7AQuantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market

RiskInterest Rate Risk

The perfo rmance of our investment portfolio is subject

to continuing fluctuations due to changes in interest rates

and market conditions

Changes in interest rates can materially adversely affect the performance

of some of our investments Interest rate volatility can increase or reduce

unrealized gains or unrealized losses in our portfolios Interest rates

are highly sensitive to many factors including governmental monetary

policies domestic and international economic and
political

conditions

and other factors beyond our control Fixed maturity
and short-term

investments represented 81% of the fair value of our total investments

as of December 31 2010

The fair market value of the fixed maturity securities in our portfolio

and the investment income from these securities fluctuate depending

on general economic and market conditions Because all of our fixed

maturity securities are classified as available for sale changes in the

market value of these securities are reflected in our balance sheet

Their fair market value generally
increases or decreases in an inverse

relationship with fluctuations in interest rates while net investment

income from fixed-maturity investments increases or decreases directly

with interest rates In addition actual net investment income and

or cash flows from investments that
carry prepayment risk such as

mortgage-backed and other asset-backed securities may differ from

those anticipated at the time of investment as
result of interest rate

fluctuations An increase in interest rates will also increase the net

unrealized losses in our current investment portfolio

We employ asset/liability management strategies to reduce the adverse

effects of interest rate volatility
and to increase the likelihood that cash

flows are available to pay
claims as they become due Our

asset/liability

management strategies may fail to eliminate or reduce the adverse

effects of interest rate volatility and significant fluctuations in the level

of interest rates may have material adverse effect on our results of

operations
and financial condition If our investment portfolio is not

appropriately
matched with our insurance liabilities we could also be

forced to liquidate investments prior to maturity at significant loss

to pay
claims and policyholder

benefits

Our preneed insurance policies are generally whole life insurance policies

with increasing death benefits In extended periods of declining interest

rates or rising inflation there may be compression in the spread between

the death benefit growth rates on these policies and the investment

income that we can earn resulting in negative spread As result

declining interest rates or high inflation rates may have material

adverse effect on our results of operations and our overall financial

condition See Item 7AQuantitative and Qualitative Disclosures

About Market RiskInflation Risk for additional information

Assurant Employee Benefits calculates reserves for long-term disability

and life waiver of premium claims using net present
value calculations

based on interest rates at the time reserves are established and expectations

regarding future interest rates Waiver of premium refers to provision

in life insurance policy pursuant to which an insured with disability

that lasts for specified period no longer has to pay premiums for the

duration of the disability or for stated period during which time the

life insurance coverage continues If interest rates decline reserves for

open and/or new claims in Assurant Employee Benefits would need

to be calculated using lower discount rates thereby increasing the net

present
value of those claims and the required reserves We expect this

to happen in the first quarter of 2011 Depending on the magnitude of

the decline such changes could have material adverse effect on our

results of operations
and financial condition In addition investment

income may be lower than that assumed in setting premium rates

Our investment portfolio is subject to various risks that may
result in realized investment losses

We are subject to credit risk in our investment portfolio primarily

from our investments in
corporate bonds preferred stocks leveraged

loans municipal bonds and commercial mortgages Defaults by third

parties in the payment or performance of their obligations could

reduce our investment income and realized investment gains or result

in the continued recognition of investment losses The value of our

investments may be materially adversely affected by increases in interest

rates downgrades in the corporate
bonds included in the portfolio

and by other factors that may result in the continued recognition of

other-than-temporary impairments Each of these events may cause us

to reduce the carrying value of our investment portfolio

Further the value of any particular fixed maturity security is subject

to impairment
based on the creditworthiness of given issuer As of

December 31 2010 fixed maturity securities represented 790/a of the

fair value of our total invested assets Our fixed maturity portfolio also

includes below investment grade securities rated BB or lower by

nationally recognized securities rating organizations
These investments

comprise approximately 7% of the fair value of our total investments as

of December 31 2010 and generally provide higher expected returns

but
present greater

risk and can be less liquid than investment grade

securities significant increase in defaults and impairments on our

fixed maturity investment portfolio could materially adversely affect
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our results of operations and financial condition See Item 7A
Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market RiskCredit

Risk for additional information on the
composition of our fixed

maturity investment portfolio

We currently invest in small amount of equity securities approximately

3% of the fair value of our total investments as of December 31 2010
However we have had higher percentages in the

past and may make

more such investments in the future Investments in equity securities

generally provide higher expected total returns but present greater risk

to preservation of capital than our fixed maturity investments Recent

volatility in the equity markets has led and may continue to lead to

decline in the market value of our investments in equity securities

If treasury rates or credit spreads were to increase the Company
may have additional realized and unrealized investment losses and

increases in other-than-temporary impairments The determination

that security has incurred an other-than-temporary decline in value

requires the judgment of management Inherently there are risks and

uncertainties involved in making these judgments Changes in facts

circumstances or critical assumptions could cause management to

conclude that further impairments have occurred This could lead to

additional losses on investments For further details on net investment

losses and other-than-temporary-impairments please see Note to the

Consolidated Financial Statements included elsewhere in this report

Derivative instruments generally present greater
risk than fixed

maturity

investments or equity investments because of their
greater sensitivity

to market fluctuations Since
August 2003 we have been using

derivative instruments to
manage

the
exposure to inflation risk created

by our preneed insurance policies that are tied to the CPI However the

protection provided by these derivative instruments would be limited if

there were sharp increase in inflation on sustained long-term basis

which could have material adverse effect on our results of operations

and financial condition

Our commercial mortgage loans and real estate investments

subject us to liquidity risk

Our commercial mortgage loans on real estate investments which

represented approximately 10% of the fair value of our total investments

as of December 31 2010 are relatively illiquid If we require extremely

large amounts of cash on short notice we may have difficulty selling

these investments at attractive prices and/or in timely manner

The risk parameters ofour investment portfolio may not

assume an appropriate level of risk thereby reducing our

profitability and diminishing our ability to compete
andgyow

In pricing our products and services we incorporate assumptions

regarding returns on our investments Accordingly our investment

decisions and objectives are function of the
underlying risks and

product profiles
of each of our operating segments

If we do not assume

sufficient risk levels in our investment portfolio the return on our

investments may be insufficient to meet our pricing assumptions and

profit targets over the long term 1f in
response we choose to increase

our product prices our ability to compete and grow may be diminished

Environmental liability exposure may result from our

commercial
mortgage loan portfolio and real estate

investments

Liability under environmental protection laws resulting from our

commercial
mortgage loan portfolio and real estate investments may

weaken our financial strength and reduce our profitability For more

information please see Item BusinessRegulationEnvironmental

Regulation

Our actual claims losses may exceed our reserves for

claims and this may require us to establish additional

reserves that may materially
reduce our earnings

profitability
and

capital

We maintain reserves to cover our estimated ultimate
exposure for

claims and claim adjustment expenses with respect to reported claims

and incurred but not reported claims IBNR as of the end of each

accounting period Reserves whether calculated under accounting

principles generally accepted in the U.S GAAP Statutory

Accounting Principles SAP or accounting principles required in

foreign jurisdictions do not represent an exact calculation of
exposure

Reserving is inherently matter of judgment our ultimate liabilities

could exceed reserves for variety of reasons including changes in

macroeconomic factors such as unemployment and interest rates

case development and other factors We also adjust our reserves from

time to time as these factors and our claims experience changes Reserve

development and paid losses exceeding corresponding reserves could

have material adverse effect on our earnings

Wface risks associated with our international
operations

Our international operations face
political legal operational and other

risks that we may not face in our domestic operations For example

we may face the risk of restrictions on currency conversion or the

transfer of funds burdens and costs of compliance with variety of

foreign laws political or economic instability in countries in which we

conduct business including possible terrorist acts foreign exchange

rate fluctuations diminished ability to legally enforce our contractual

rights differences in cultural environments and unexpected changes

in regulatory requirements exposure to local economic conditions and

restrictions on the withdrawal of non-U.S investment and earnings and

potentially substantial tax liabilities if we repatriate the cash generated

by our international
operations back to the U.S If our business model

is not successful in particular country we may lose all or most of our

investment in that country In addition as we engage with international

clients we have made certain up-front commission payments which

we may not recover if the business does not materialize as we expect

As our international business
grows we rely increasingly on fronting

carriers or intermediaries in other countries to maintain their licenses

and product approvals satisfy local
regulatory requirements and

continue in business

For information on the significant international regulations that

apply to our Company please see Item BusinessRegulation

International Regulation

Fluctuations in the exchange rate of the dollar and

other foreign currencies may materially and adversely

affect our results of operations

While most of our costs and revenues are in U.S dollars some are in

other currencies Because our financial results in certain countries are

translated from local currency into U.S dollars
upon consolidation

the results of our operations may be affected by foreign exchange rate

fluctuations We do not currently hedge foreign currency risk If the

U.S dollar weakens against the local currency the translation of these
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foreign-currency-denominated balances will result in increased net assets

net revenue operating expenses and net income or loss Similarly our

net assets net revenue operating expenses
and net income or loss will

decrease if the U.S dollar strengthens against local currency
These

fluctuations in currency exchange rates may result in gains or losses

that materially and adversely affect our results of operations

Unanticipated changes in tax provisions or exposure

to additional income tax liabilities could materially

and adversely affect our results

During 2010 the Company had deferred tax assets related to realized

and unrealized capital
losses that were generated during 2009 and 2008

In accordance with applicable income tax guidance the Company

must determine whether its ability to realize the value of its deferred

tax asset in the future is more likely than not Under the income

tax guidance
deferred tax asset should be reduced by valuation

allowance if based on the weight of all available evidence it is more

likely than not that some portion of the deferred tax asset will not be

realized The Company increased its valuation allowance by $9050

during 2010 resulting in balance of $90738 The realization of deferred

tax assets depends upon
the existence of sufficient taxable income of the

same character during the carryback or carryforward periods

In determining the appropriate valuation allowance management made

certain judgments relating to recoverability of deferred tax assets use of

tax loss and tax credit carryforwards levels of expected future taxable

income and available tax planning strategies The assumptions in making

these judgments are updated periodically on the basis of current business

conditions
affecting

the Company and overall economic conditions These

management judgments are therefore subject to change
due to factors that

include but are not limited to changes in our ability to realize expected

capital gains in the foreseeable future or in our ability
to execute other tax

planning strategies Management
will continue to assess and determine

the need for and the amount of the valuation allowance in subsequent

periods Any change in the valuation allowance could have material

impact on our results of operations and financial condition

Additionally certain limitations on the deductibility of employee

compensation
due to the Affordable Care Act may affect the deductibility

of certain payments
made to employees and service providers by various

Assurant entities in amounts that have not been determined

The failure to effectively maintain and modernize our

information systems
could adversely affect our business

Our business is dependent upon the ability to keep current with

technological advances Our ability to keep our systems integrated
with

those of our clients is critical to the success of our business If we do not

effectively
maintain our systems

and update them to address technological

advancements our relationships
and ability to do business with our

clients may be adversely affected We could also experience
other adverse

consequences including unfavorable underwriting and reserving decisions

internal control problems and security breaches resulting in loss of data

may be unable to accurately price for benefits

claims and other costs which could reduce our

profitability

Our profitability
could

vary depending on our ability to predict and

price for benefits claims and other costs including but not limited to

medical and dental costs and the frequency and
severity

of property claims

This
ability

could be affected by factors such as inflation changes in the

regulatoty environment changes in industry practices changes in legal

social or environmental conditions or new technologies The inability

to accurately price for benefits claims and other costs could materially

adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition

Reinsurance may not be available or adequate to protect

us against losses and we are subject to the credit risk of

reinsurers

As part
of our overall risk and capacity management strategy we purchase

reinsurance for certain risks underwritten by our various operating segments

Although the reinsurer is liable to us for claims properly ceded under the

reinsurance arrangements we remain liable to the insured as the direct

insurer on all risks reinsured Ceded reinsuranee arrangements
therefore

do not eliminate our obligation to pay
claims We are subject to credit

risk with
respect to our ability

to recover amounts due from reinsurers

The inability to collect amounts due from reinsurers could materially

adversely affect our results of operations and our financial condition

Reinsurance for certain types
of catastrophes could become unavailable or

prohibitively expensive
for some of our businesses In such situation we

might also be adversely affected by state regulations that prohibit us from

excluding catastrophe exposures or from withdrawing from or increasing

premium rates in catastrophe-prone areas

Our reinsurance facilities are generally subject to annual renewal We

may not be able to maintain our current reinsurancc facilities and even

where highly desirable or necessary we may not be able to obtain other

reinsurance facilities in adequate amounts and at favorable rates Inability

to obtain reinsurance at favorable rates or at all could cause us to reduce

the level of our underwriting commitments to take more risk or to incur

higher costs These developments could materially adversely affect our

results of operations
and financial condition

We have sold businesses through reinsurance that could

again become our direct financial and administrative

responsibility if the purchasing companies were

to become insolvent

In the
past we have sold and in the future we may seil businesses through

reinsurance ceded to third parties
For example in 2001 we sold the

insurance operations of our Fortis Financial Group FFG division to

The Hartford Financial Services Group Inc The Hartfurd and in

2000 we sold our Long Term Care LTC division to John Hancock

Life Insurance Company John Hancock now subsidiary of Manulife

Financial Corporation Most of the assets backing reserves coinsured

under these sales are held in trusts or separate accounts However if the

reinsurers became insolvent we would be exposed to the risk that the

assets in the trusts and/or the
separate accounts would be insufficient to

support
the liabilities that would revert to us

The A.M Best
ratings

of The Hartford and John Hancock are currently

and respectively AM Best downgraded the issuer credit and lnancial

strength ratings
of The Hartford from to in February 2009 Currently

AM Best maintains stable outlook on The Hartfords financial strength

ratings
and negative

outlook on John Hancocks financial strength ratings

We also face the risk of again becoming responsible for administering these

businesses in the event of reinsurer insolvency We do not currently have

the administrative systems and capabilities to process
these businesses

Accordingly we would need to obtain those capabilities in the event of an

insolvency of one or more of the reinsurers We might be forced to obtain
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such
capabilities on unfavorable terms with resulting material adverse

effect on our results of operations and financial condition

Due to the structure of our commission program
we are exposed to risks related to the creditworthiness

and
reporting systems of some of our agents third

party administrators and clients in Assurant Solutions

andAssurant
Specialty Property

We are subject to the credit risk of some of the clients and/or agents with

which we contract in Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property

We advance agents commissions as part
of our preneed insurance product

offerings These advances are percentage
of the total face amount of

coverage
There is one-year payback provision against the

agency
if

death or lapse occurs within the first policy year
If Sd which receives

the largest shares of such
agent commissions were unable to fulfill its

payback obligations this could have an adverse effect on our operations

and financial condition

In addition some of our clients third
party

administrators and
agents

collect and report premiums or pay claims on our behalf These parties

failure to remit all premiums collected or to pay claims on our behalf on

timely and accurate basis could have an adverse effect on our results

of operations

We face significant competitive pressures
in our

businesses which could reduce our profitability

We
compete

for customers and distributors with many insurance companies

and other financial services companies
for business and individual customers

employer and other
group customers agents brokers and other distribution

relationships Some of our competitors may offer broader
array

of products

than our subsidiaries or have
greater diversity of distribution resources

better brand recognition more competitive pricing lower costs greater

financial strength more resources or higher ratings

Many of our insurance products particularly our group benefits and

group
health insurance policies are underwritten annually There is

risk that
group purchasers may be able to obtain more favorable terms

from
competitors rather than renewing coverage

with us Competition

may as result adversely affect the persistency of our policies as well as

our ability to sell products

Some of our competitors may have lower
target

for returns on capital

allocated to their business than we do which may enable them to undercut

our prices In addition in certain markets we compete
with organizations

that have substantial market share In particular certain
large competitors

ofAssurant Health may be able to obtain favorable financial
arrangements

from health care providers that are unavailable to us putting us at

competitive disadvantage and potentially adversely affecting our revenues

and profits

In addition as financial institutions gain experience with debt protection

administration their reliance on third
party administrators such as Assurant

Solutions may diminish thereby reducing our revenues and profits

New competition could also cause the supply of insurance to change

which could affect our ability to price our products at attractive rates

and thereby adversely affect our underwriting results Although there

are some impediments facing potential competitors who wish to enter

the markets we serve the entry of new competitors into our markets can

occur affording our customers significant flexibility
in

moving to other

insurance providers

Failure to protect our clients confidential information

and privacy could result in the loss of reputation

and customers reduce our profitability and/or subject

us to fines litigation and penalties and the costs

of compliance with privacy and
security laws could

adversely affect our business

Our businesses are subject to variety of privacy regulations and

confidentiality obligations If we do not properly comply with privacy

and security laws and regulations that require us to protect
confidential

information we could experience adverse
consequences including loss of

customers and related revenue regulatory problems including fines and

penalties loss of reputation and civil litigation which could adversely

affect our business and results of operations As have other entities in

the health care industry we have incurred and will continue to incur

substantial costs in complying with the requirements of applicable privacy

and security laws For more information on the
privacy

and
security laws

that apply to us please see Item BusinessRegulation

We may be unable to grow our business as we would

like we cannot find suitable
acquisition candidates

at attractive prices or integrate them
effectively

Historically acquisitions and new ventures have played significant role

in the growth of some of our businesses We may not be able to identifiy

suitable acquisition candidates or new venture opportunities to finance or

complete such transactions on acceptable terms or to integrate acquired

businesses successfully

Acquisitions entail number of risks including among other things

inaccurate assessment of liabilities difficulties in realizing projected

efficiencies synergies and cost savings
difficulties in integrating systems

and personnel failure to achieve anticipated revenues earnings or cash

flow an increase in our indebtedness and limitation in our ability to

access additional capital when needed Our failure to adequately address

these acquisition risks could materially adversely affect our results of

operations and financial condition

The inability of our subsidiaries to pay sufficient

dividends to us could prevent us from meeting our

obligations and payingfuture stockholder dividendc

As holding company whose principal assets are the capital stock of

our subsidiaries we rely primarily on dividends and other statutorily

permissible payments
from our subsidiaries to meet our obligations for

payment
of interest and principal on outstanding debt obligations and

to pay dividends to stockholders and corporate expenses The ability of

our subsidiaries to pay
dividends and to make such other payments in the

future will depend on their statutory surplus future statutory earnings

and regulatory restrictions Except to the extent that we are creditor

with recognized claims against our subsidiaries claims of the subsidiaries

creditors including policyholders have priority over creditors claims

with respect to the assets and earnings of the subsidiaries If any of our

subsidiaries should become insolvent liquidate or otherwise reorganize

our creditors and stockholders will have no right to proceed against

their assets or to cause the liquidation bankruptcy or winding-up of

the subsidiary under applicable liquidation bankruptcy or winding-up

laws The applicable insurance laws of the jurisdiction where each of our

insurance subsidiaries is domiciled would
govern any proceedings relating

to that subsidiary and the insurance authority of that jurisdiction would

act as liquidator or rehabilitator for the subsidiary Both creditors and
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policyholders
of the subsidiary would be entitled to payment in full from

the subsidiarys assets before we as stockholder would be entitled to

receive
any

distribution from the subsidiary

The payment of dividends by any
of our regulated insurance company

subsidiaries in excess of specified amounts i.e extraordinary dividends

must be approved by the subsidiarys domiciliary state department of

insurance Ordinary dividends for which no regulatory approval is

generally required are limited to amounts determined by formula

which varies by state The formula for the majority of the states in which

our subsidiaries are domiciled is based on the prior years statutory net

income or 10% of the statutory surplus as of the end of the prior year

Some states limit ordinary dividends to the greater of these two amounts

others limit them to the lesser of these two amounts and some states exclude

prior year
realized

capital gains from prior year net income in determining

ordinary dividend capacity Some states have an additional stipulation

that dividends may only be paid out of earned surplus If insurance

regulators
determine that

payment
of an ordinary dividend or any

other

payments by our insurance subsidiaries to us such as payments under

tax sharing agreement or payments
for employee or other services would

be adverse to policyholders or creditors the regulators may block such

payments
that would otherwise be permitted

without prior approval

Future regulatory actions could further restrict the ability of our

insurance subsidiaries to pay
dividends For more information on

the maximum amount our subsidiaries could
pay us in 2011 without

Risks Related to Our Industry

regulatory approval see Item 5Market For Registrants Common

Equity Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity

SecuritiesDividend Policy

Our credit facilities also contain limitations on our ability to pay

dividends to our stockholders if we are in default or such dividend

payments
would cause us to be in default of our obligations under

the credit facilities

Any additional material restrictions on the ability of insurance subsidiaries

to pay
dividends could adversely affect our ability to pay any

dividends

on our common stock and/or service our debt and
pay

our other

corporate expenses

The success of our business strategy depends on the

continuing service of key executives and the members

of our senior management team and any failure

to adequately provide for the succession ofsenio

management and other key executives could have an

adverse effect on our results of operations

Our business and results of operations
could be adversely affected if

we fail to adequately plan for the succession of our senior management

and other key executives Although we have succession plans for key

executives this does not guarantee
that they will stay with us

Reform of the health insurance industry
could make our

health insurance business unprofitable

In March 2010 President Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into

law Provisions of the Affordable Care Act and related reforms have and

will become effective at various dates over the next several years and will

make sweeping and fundamental changes to the U.S health care system

that are expected to significantly affect the health insurance industry

For more information on the Affordable Care Act please see Item

BusinessRegulationFederal RegulationPatient Protection and

Affordable Care Act

The Affordable Care Act requires Assurant Health for some products

to increase benefits to limit rescission to cases of intentional fraud and

eventually to insure pre-existing conditions in all lines of insurance among

other things If for those products Assurant Healths actual loss ratios fall

short of required minimum loss ratios by state and
legal entity we are

required to rebate the difference to consumers We have made and are

continuing to make
significant changes to the operations and products of

Assurant Health to adapt to the new environment In 2011 we expect the

operations
of Assurant Health to break even but Assurant Health could

lose money in 2011 and beyond if our plans for operating in the new

environment are unsuccessful or if there is less demand than we expect

for our products in the new environment

Our business is subject to risks related to litigation

and regulatory actions

From time to time we may be subject to variety of
legal

and regulatory

actions relating to our current and
past

business operations including

but not limited to

disputes over coverage or claims adjudication including but not

limited to pre-existing conditions in individual medical contracts

and rescissions of policies

disputes over our treatment of claims where states or insured may

allege
that we failed to make required payments or to meet prescribed

deadlines for adjudicating claims

disputes regarding sales practices disclosures premium refunds

licensing regulatory compliance underwriting and compensation

arrangements

disputes with agents brokers or network providers over compensation

and termination of contracts and related claims

actions by state regulatory
authorities that may challenge our ability

to increase or maintain our premium rates and/or require us to reduce

current premium rates

disputes alleging packaging of credit insurance products with other

products provided by financial institutions

disputes with tax and insurance authorities regarding our tax liabilities

disputes relating to customers claims that the customer was not

aware of the full cost or existence of the insurance or limitations on

insurance coverage
and

industry-wide investigations regarding business practices including

but not limited to the use and the marketing of certain types of

insurance policies or certificates of insurance

Unfavorable outcomes in litigation or regulatory proceedings or

significant problems in our relationships with regulators could materially

adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition our

reputation and our ability to continue to do business They could also

expose us to further investigations or litigations
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We are subject to extensive laws and regulations which

increase our costs and could restrict the conduct of our

business

Our insurance subsidiaries are subject to extensive regulation and

supervision in the jurisdictions in which they do business Such regulation

is generally designed to protect the interests of policyholders To that

end the laws of the various states and other jurisdictions establish

insurance departments with broad powers over among other things

licensing and authorizing the transaction of business capital surplus

and dividends underwriting limitations companies ability to enter and

exit markets statutory accounting and other disclosure requirements

policy forms coverage companies ability to provide terminate or

cancel certain coverages premium rates including regulatory ability to

disapprove or reduce the premium rates companies may charge trade

and claims
practices certain transactions between affiliates content of

disclosures to consumers type amount and valuation of investments

assessments or other surcharges for
guaranty funds and companies

ability to recover assessments through premium increases and market

conduct and sales practices

For discussion of various laws and regulations affecting our business

please see Item BusinessRegulation

If regulatory requirements impede our ability to conduct certain

operations our results of operations and financial condition could

be materially adversely affected In addition we may be unable to

maintain all required licenses and approvals and our business may not

fully comply with the wide variety of applicable laws and regulations

or the relevant regulators interpretation of these laws and regulations

In such events the insurance regulatory authorities could preclude

or temporarily suspend us from operating limit some or all of our

activities or fine us These types of actions could materially adversely

affect our results of operations and financial condition

Changes in regulation may reduce our profitability

and limit our growth

Legislation or other regulatory reform that increases the regulatory

requirements imposed on us or that changes the way we are able to do

business may significantly harm our business or results of operations

in the future For example some states have imposed new time limits

for the payment of uncontested covered claims and require health

care and dental service plans to pay interest on uncontested claims

not paid promptly within the required time period Some states have

also granted their insurance regulatory agencies additional authority to

impose monetary penalties and other sanctions on health and dental

plans engaging in certain unfair payment practices If we were unable

for any reason to comply with these requirements it could result in

substantial costs to us and may materially adversely affect our results

of operations and financial condition

In addition new interpretations of existing laws or new judicial
decisions

affecting the insurance industry could adversely affect our business

Legislative or regulatory changes that could significantly harm our

subsidiaries and us include but are not limited to

imposed reductions on premium levels limitations on the ability to

raise premiums on existing policies or new minimum loss ratios

increases in minimum capital reserves and other financial viability

requirements

enhanced or new regulatory requirements intended to prevent
future

financial crises or to otherwise ensure the stability of institutions

new licensing requirements

restrictions on the ability to offer certain types of insurance products

prohibitions or limitations on provider financial incentives and

provider risk-sharing arrangements

more stringent standards of review for claims denials or coverage

determinations

guaranteed-issue requirements restricting our ability to limit or deny

coverage

new benefit mandates

increased regulation relating to lender-placed insurance

limitations on our ability to build appropriate provider networks and

as result manage health care and utilization due to any willing

provider legislation which requires us to take
any provider willing

to accept our reimbursement

limitations on the ability to manage health care and utilization due

to direct access laws that allow insureds to seek services directly

from specialty medical providers without referral by primary care

provider and

restriction of solicitation of insurance consumers by funeral board

laws for prefunded funeral insurance
coverage

There are currently several proposals to amend state insurance holding

company laws to increase the scope of insurance holding company

regulation These include model laws proposed by the International

Association of Insurance Supervisors and the NAIC that provide

for uniform standards of insurer corporate governance group-wide

supervision of insurance holding companies adjustments to risk-based

capital ratios and additional regulatory disclosure requirements for

insurance holding companies In addition the NAIC has proposed

Solvency Modernization Initiative that focuses on capital requirements

corporate governance
and risk management statutory accounting and

financial reporting and reinsurance We cannot predict the effect of

these initiatives on the Company at this time

The insurance and related businesses in which we

operate may be subject to periodic negative publicity

which may negatively affect our financial results

We communicate with and distribute our products and services ultimately

to individual consumers There may be perception that some of these

purchasers may be unsophisticated and in need of consumer protection

Accordingly from time to time consumer advocacy groups or the media

may focus attention on our products and services thereby subjecting

us to negative publicity

We may also be negatively affected if another company in one of our

industries or in related industry engages in practices resulting in

increased public attention to our businesses
Negative publicity may

also result from judicial inquiries unfavorable outcomes in lawsuits

or regulatory or governmental action with respect to our products

services and industry commercial practices Negative publicity may

cause increased regulation and legislative scrutiny of industry practices

as well as increased
litigation

or enforcement action by civil and criminal

authorities Additionally negative publicity may increase our costs of

doing business and adversely affect our profitability by impeding our

ability to market our products and services constraining our ability

to price our products appropriately for the risks we are assuming

requiring us to change the products and services we offer or increasing

the regulatory burdens under which we operate
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The insurance industry can be cyclical
which may affect

our results

Certain lines of insurance that we write can be cyclical Although no

two cycles are the same insurance industry cycles have typically lasted

for periods ranging from two to ten years In addition the upheaval

in the global economy during 2008 and 2009 has been much more

Risks Related to Our Common Stock

widespread and has affected all the businesses in which we operate

We expect to see continued cyclicality in some or all of our businesses

in the future which may have material adverse effect on our results

of operations and financial condition

Given the recent economic climate our stock may be

subject to stock
price

and trading volume volatility

The price of our common stock could fluctuate or decline

sign fica ntly
and you could lose all or part ofyour

investment

In recent years
the stock markets have experienced significant price

and trading volume volatility Company-specific issues and market

developments generally in the insurance industiy and in the regulatory

environment may have caused this volatility Our stock price could

materially fluctuate or decrease in response to number of events and

factors including but not limited to quarterly variations in operating

results operating
and stock price performance

of comparable companies

changes in our financial strength ratings limitations on premium

levels or the ability to maintain or raise premiums on existing policies

regulatory developments and negative publicity relating to us or our

competitors In addition broad market and industry fluctuations may

materially and adversely affect the trading price
of our common stock

regardless
of our actual operating performance

Applicable laws our certificate of incorporation and

by-laws and contract provisions may discourage

takeovers and business combinations that some

stockholders might consider to be in their best interests

State laws and our certificate of incorporation and by-laws may delay

defer prevent or render more difficult takeover attempt
that our

stockholders might
consider in their best interests For example

Section 203 of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware

may limit the ability of an interested stockholder to engage
in

business combinations with us An interested stockholder is defined

to include persons owning 15% or more of our outstanding voting

stock These provisions may also make it difficult for stockholders to

replace or remove our directors facilitating director enhancement

that may delay defer or prevent change in control Such provisions

may prevent our stockholders from receiving
the benefit from any

premium to the market price of our common stock offered by bidder

in takeover context Even in the absence of takeover attempt the

existence of these provisions may adversely affect the prevailing market

price of our common stock if they are viewed as discouraging future

takeover attempts

Our certificate of incorporation or by-laws also contain provisions that

permit our Board of Directors to issue one or more series of preferred

stock prohibit stockholders from
filling

vacancies on our Board of

Directors prohibit
stockholders from calling special meetings

of

stockholders and from taking action by written consent and impose

advance notice requirements for stockholder proposals and nominations

of directors to be considered at stockholder meetings

Additionally applicable state insurance laws may require prior approval

of an application to acquire control of domestic insurer State statutes

generally provide that control over domestic insurer is presumed to

exist when any person directly or indirectly owns controls has voting

power over or holds proxies representing
10% or more of the domestic

insurers voting securities However the State of Florida in which some

of our insurance subsidiaries are domiciled sets this threshold at 5%

Because person acquiring 5% or more of our common stock would

indirectly control the same percentage of the stock of our Florida

subsidiaries the insurance change of control laws of Florida would apply

to such transaction and at 10% the laws of many other states would

likely apply to such transaction Prior to granting
such approval

state insurance commissioner will typically
consider such factors as the

financial strength
of the applicant the integrity of the applicants board

of directors and executive officers the applicants plans for the future

operations of the domestic insurer and any anti-competitive results

that may arise from the consummation of the acquisition of control

We may also under some circumstances involving change of control

be obligated to repay our outstanding indebtedness under our revolving

credit facility and other
agreements

We or any possible acquirer

may not have available financial resources necessary to repay such

indebtedness in those circumstances which may constitute an event

of default resulting in acceleration of indebtedness and potential

cross-default under other agreements The threat of this could have

the effect of delaying or preventing transactions involving change

of control including transactions in which our stockholders would

receive substantial premium
for their shares over then-current market

prices or which they otherwise may deem to be in their best interests
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None

PART
ITEM Legal Proceedings

ITEM Properties

We own eight properties including five buildings whose locations serve

as headquarters for our operating segments two buildings that serve as

operation centers for Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property

and one building that serves as claims training center for Assurant

Specialty Property Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property

share headquarters buildings located in Miami Florida and Atlanta

Georgia Assurant Specialty Property has operations centers located in

Florence South Carolina and Springfield Ohio Assurant Solutions

preneed business also has headquarters building in Rapid City

ITEM Legal Proceedings

The Company is involved in litigation in the ordinary course of

business both as defendant and as plaintiff See Note 26 to the

Consolidated Financial Statements for description of certain matters

The Company may from time to time be subject to variety of
legal

and

regulatory actions relating to our current and
past

business operations

South Dakota Assurant Employee Benefits has headquarters building

in Kansas City Missouri Assurant Health has headquarters building

in Milwaukee Wisconsin We lease office
space

for various offices

and service centers located throughout the U.S and internationally

including our New York New York corporate office and our data

center in Woodbury Minnesota Our leases have terms ranging from

month-to-month to twenty-five years
We believe that our owned and

leased properties are adequate for our current business operations

While the Company cannot predict the outcome of any pending or

future litigation examination or investigation we do not believe that

the outcome of pending matters will have material adverse effect

individually or in the
aggregate on the Companys financial position

results of operations or cash flows
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PART II

ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

General

We report our results through five
segments

Assurant Solutions Assurant

Specialty Property Assurant Health Assurant Employee Benefits and

Corporate and Other The Corporate and Other
segment

includes

activities of the holding company financing expenses net realized

gains losses on investments interest income earned from short-term

investments held interest income from excess surplus of insurance

subsidiaries not allocated to other segments
run-off Asbestos business

and additional costs associated with excess of loss reinsurance and ceded

to certain subsidiaries in the London market between 1995 and 1997

Executive Summary

The Corporate and Other segment also includes the amortization of

deferred gains
associated with the portions of the sales of FFG and LTC

which were sold through reinsurance agreements as described below

The following discussion covers the twelve months ended

December 31 2010 Twelve Months 2010 twelve months ended

December 31 2009 Twelve Months 2009 and twelve months

ended December 31 2008 Twelve Months 2008 Please see the

discussion that follows for each of these segments
for more detailed

analysis of the fluctuations

Net income decreased $151397 or 35% to $279177 forTwelve Months

2010 from $430574 for Twelve Months 2009 Twelve Months 2010

includes $107075 after-tax of improved operating segment
results and

$66300 after-tax of increased realized
gains on investments compared

with Twelve Months 2009 However results decreased primarily due to

non-cash goodwill impairment charge
of $306381 in Twelve Months

2010 compared with an $83000 non-cash goodwill impairment charge

in Twelve Months 2009 In addition Twelve Months 2009 includes

an $83542 after-tax favorable legal settlement

Assurant Solutions net income decreased to $103206 for Twelve Months

2010 compared with $120052 for Twelve Months 2009 Excluding

$30948 after-tax intangible asset impairment charge net income

increased $14102 This charge was related to client notification in

Fourth Quarter 2010 of non renewal of block of domestic service

contract business effective June 2011 During 2010 Assurant Solutions

continued to focus on developing new client relationships and distribution

channels while managing expenses
These efforts generated increased

gross
written premiums

of $232578 compared with prior year
In our

domestic business we are diversifying our client base by growing the

Original Equipment Manufacturer channel The Twelve Months 2010

international combined ratio improved 480 basis points compared with

Twelve Months 2009 led by improvements in the United Kingdom

U.K. In addition we added new international wireless clients in

markets we believe continues to offer growth opportunities We also

added new Latin American service contracts and credit insurance clients

trend we expect
will continue in 2011 Growth in Europe is proving

to be more challenging but we believe our product offerings position

us well for when the European economy recovers Our preneed life

insurance business continued to deliver strong
results as new sales and

operating profits improved 43% and 15% respectively over prior year

We expect
this business to continue its solid performance in 2011

Assurant Specialty Property produced another
strong year as segment

results increased to $424287 for Twelve Months 2010 from $405997

for Twelve Months 2009 Assurant Specialty Property implemented

many process improvements in 2010 that controlled
expenses

while

adding new clients and tracking more loans During 2010 and 2009

the lack of major catastrophic storm activity has helped drive
strong

results However during the fourth quarter of 2010 we experienced

$9811 after-tax of catastrophe-related losses due to wind and hail

storms in Arizona Loan counts key performance indicator increased

in 2010 compared with 2009 primarily due to the addition of new

clients Placement rare for prime loans during the fourth quarter of

2010 were at their highest levels ever and we expect them to remain

elevated through 2011 However subprime placement rates declined to

their lowest levels since September 2008 In the aggregate placement

rates continue to rise though we believe that total placement rates

and loan inventories will decline to historical levels over the next

several years The classification between prime and subprime is blurring

due to loan portfolio movement within the industry and inconsistent

classifications by lenders We believe the clients we added in 2010

combined with our alignment with leading mortgage servicers should

help offset these declines

Assurant Health increased its net income to $54029 for Twelve

Months 2010 from net loss of $30220 for Twelve Months 2009

while preparing to operate
in an environment with new regulations

and changing dynamics in 2011 This improved financial performance

was driven by pricing actions plan design changes and substantial

cost reductions Our sales like most of our competitors
have slowed

as consumers and
agents adjust to the post-reform environment The

Affordable Care Act has altered and created disruption in the health

insurance marketplace that will
likely

continue for some time We have

implemented transformational actions in the business during 2010

most notably reduced commission structure for our distributors

which will better position us to compete
in the future We anticipate

adapting our strategy as we more fully understand how consumers

providers and distributors adjust to the new health care environment

2011 will be transition year at Assurant Health as we continue to

streamline and simplify our operations while enhancing service for

our customers Please see Results of Operarions-Assurant Health

that follows for further information

Assurant Employee Benefits net income increased to $63538 for

Twelve Months 2010 compared with $42156 for Twelve Months

2009 driven by favorable claims experience and expense management

Assurant Employee Benefits continues to emphasize worksite and

voluntary products which provide affordable solutions that meet

the needs of employers and employees However until employment

rates increase and payrolls expand revenue growth will be challenged

We expect our dental business results to continue to improve due to

pricing actions taken but we expect
life and disability loss experience

to revert to more traditional levels We plan to lower our discount rate

for new long-term disability claims in 2011 as interest rates remain

at low levels This low interest rate environment will also continue to

pressure our investment income
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Critical Factors Affecting Results

PART II

ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

Our results depend on the appropriateness of our product pricing

and underwriting the
accuracy

of the reserves we establish for future

policyholder benefits and claims returns on invested assets and our ability

to manage our expenses Therefore factors affecting these items may
have material adverse effect on our results of operations or financial

condition For
listing

of those factors see Item 1ARisk Factors

Revenues

We generate revenues primarily from the sale of our insurance policies

and service contracts and from investment income earned on our

investments Sales of insurance policies are recognized in revenue as

earned premiums while sales of administrative services are recognized

as fee income

Effective January 2009 new preneed life insurance policies in

which death benefit increases are determined at the discretion of

the Company are accounted for as universal life contracts under the

universal life insurance
accounting guidance For contracts sold prior

to January 2009 these types of preneed life insurance sales were

accounted for and will continue to be accounted for under limited

pay
insurance guidance The change from

reporting certain preneed

life insurance policies in accordance with the universal life insurance

guidance versus the limited pay insurance guidance is not material to

the consolidated statement of operations or balance sheets

Under the universal life insurance guidance income earned on new

preneed life insurance policies is presented within policy fee income

net of policyholder benefits Under the limited pay insurance guidance

the consideration received on preneed policies is presented separately

as net earned premiums with policyholder benefits
expense being

shown separately

Our premium and fee income is supplemented by income earned from

our investment portfolio We recognize revenue from interest
payments

dividends and sales of investments Currently our investment
portfolio is

primarily invested in fixed maturity securities Both investment income

and realized capital gains on these investments can be significantly

affected by changes in interest rates

Interest rate volatility can increase or reduce unrealized gains or

unrealized losses in our portfolios Interest rates are highly sensitive

to many factors including governmental monetary policies domestic

Critical Accounting Estimates

and international economic and political conditions and other factors

beyond our control Fluctuations in interest rates affect our returns on
and the market value of fixed maturity and short-term investments

Beginning January 2011 Assurant Health will be required to start

accruing for rebates to customers if the minimum ioss ratio for some

of its products is less than 80% The rebate accrual will be reflected as

reduction to net earned premiums in the Statement of Operations

The fair market value of the fixed maturity securities in our portfolio

and the investment income from these securities fluctuate depending on

general economic and market conditions The fair market value generally

increases or decreases in an inverse relationship with fluctuations in

interest rates while net investment income realized by us from future

investments in fixed maturity securities will generally increase or decrease

with interest rates We also have investments that carry pre-payment

risk such as mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities Interest rate

fluctuations may cause actual net investment income and/or cash flows

from such investments to differ from estimates made at the time of

investment In periods of declining interest rates mortgage prepayments

generally increase and mortgage-backed securities commercial mortgage

obligations and bonds are more likely to be prepaid or redeemed as

borrowers seek to borrow at lower interest rates Therefore in these

circumstances we may be required to reinvest those funds in lower-

interest investments

Expenses

Our
expenses are primarily policyholder benefits selling underwriting

and general expenses
and interest

expense

Policyholder benefits are affected by our claims
management programs

reinsurance
coverage

contractual terms and conditions regulatory

requirements economic conditions and numerous other factors

Benefits paid could substantially exceed our expectations causing

material adverse effect on our business results of operations and

financial condition

Selling underwriting and general expenses
consist primarily of

commissions premium taxes licenses fees amortization of deferred

costs general operating expenses and income taxes

We incur interest related expenses related to our debt and mandatorily

redeemable preferred stock

Certain items in our consolidated financial statements are based on

estimates and judgment Differences between actual results and these

estimates could in some cases have material impacts on our consolidated

financial statements

The following critical accounting policies require significant estimates

The actual amounts realized in these areas could ultimately be materially

different from the amounts currently provided for in our consolidated

financial statements

Reserves

Reserves are established in accordance with GAAP
using generally

accepted actuarial methods and reflect judgments about expected

future claim
payments

Calculations incorporate assumptions about

inflation rates the incidence of incurred claims the extent to which all

claims have been reported future claims processing lags and
expenses

and future investment earnings and numerous other factors While

the methods of making such estimates and establishing the related

liabilities are periodically reviewed and updated the calculation of

reserves is not an exact process

ASS URANT INC 2010 Form 10-K 29
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PART II

ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

In June 2009 ARIC and AGIL wholly-owned subsidiaries of the Company
entered into settlement

agreement with Willis Limited subsidiary of

Willis Group Holdings Limited Willis Limited The settlement
agreement

related to an action commenced in 2007 in the English Commercial Court

pertaining to the placement of personal accident reinsurance Under the

settlement
agreement

Willis Limited paid ARIC and AGIL total of

$139000 which was recorded in the Corporate and Other
segment

DAC

Deferred acquisition costs DAC represent expenses incurred in prior

periods primarily for the production of new business that have been

deferred for financial
reporting purposes Acquisition costs primarily consist

of commissions policy issuance expenses premium tax and certain direct

marketing expenses

The DAC asset is tested annually to ensure that future premiums or gross

profits are sufficient to support the amortization of the asset Such testing

involves the use of best estimate assumptions to determine if anticipated

future policy premiums and investment income are adequate to cover all

DAC and related claims benefits and
expenses

To the extent deficiency

exists it is recognized immediately by charge to the statement of
operations

and corresponding reduction in the DAC asset If the deficiency is greater

than unamortized DAC liability will be accrued for the excess deficiency

Long Duration Contracts

Acquisition costs for preneed life insurance policies issued
prior to

January 2009 and certain discontinued life insurance policies have

been deferred and amortized in proportion to anticipated premiums over

the premium-paying period These acquisition costs consist primarily

of first
year

commissions paid to agents
and sales and policy issue costs

For preneed investment-type annuities preneed life insurance policies

with discretionary death benefit growth issued after January 2009

universal life insurance policies and investment-type annuity contracts

that are no longer offered DAC is amortized in proportion to the
present

value of estimated
gross profits from investment mortality expense

margins and surrender charges over the estimated life of the policy or

contract The
assumptions

used for the estimates are consistent with

those used in computing the policy or contract liabilities

Acquisition costs relating to group
worksite products which typically

have high front-end costs and are expected to remain in force for an

extended period of time consist primarily of first year commissions

to brokers and one time policy transfer fees and costs of issuing new

certificates These acquisition costs are front-end loaded thus they are

deferred and amortized over the estimated terms of the underlying

contracts

Acquisition costs relating to individual voluntary limited benefit

health policies issued in 2007 and later are deferred and amortized

over the estimated average terms of the underlying contracts These

acquisition costs relate to commissions payable under schedules that

pay significantly higher rates in the first year

Short Duration Contracts

Acquisition costs relating to property contracts warranty
and extended

service contracts and single premium credit insurance contracts are

amortized over the term of the contracts in relation to premiums earned

Acquisition costs
relating

to monthly pay credit insurance business consist

mainly of direct marketing costs and are deferred and amortized over

the estimated
average terms and balances of the underlying contracts

Acquisition costs relating to group term life group disability and

group dental consist primarily of compensation to sales representatives

These acquisition costs are front-end loaded thus they are deferred

and amortized over the estimated terms of the underlying contracts

Acquisition costs on the majority of individual medical contracts

issued from 2003 through 2006 all individual medical contracts issued

after 2006 and all small
group

medical contracts consist primarily of

commissions to agents and brokers and compensation to representatives

These contracts are considered short duration because the terms of the

contract are not fixed at issue and they are not guaranteed renewable

As result these costs are not deferred but rather are recorded in

the statement of operations in the period in which they are incurred

Investments

We regularly monitor our investment portfolio to ensure investments

that may be other-than-temporarily impaired are identified in timely

fashion properly valued and charged against earnings in the
proper

period The determination that security has incurred an other-than-

temporary decline in value requires the judgment of management

Assessment factors include but are not limited to the length of time

and the extent to which the market value has been less than cost the

financial condition and rating of the issuer whether any collateral is

held the intent and ability of the Company to retain the investment

for period of time sufficient to allow for
recovery

for equity securities

or and the intent to sell or whether it is more likely than not that the

Company will be required to sell for fixed maturity securities

Any equity security whose price decline is deemed other-than-temporary

is written down to its then current market value with the amount of the

impairment reported as realized loss in that period The impairment

of fixed maturity security that the Company has the intent to sell or

that it is more likely than not that the Company will be required to

sell is deemed other-than-temporary and is written down to its market

value at the balance sheet date with the amount of the impairment

reported as realized loss in that period For all other-than-temporarily

impaired fixed maturity securities that do not meet either of these two

criteria the Company analyzes its ability to recover the amortized

cost of the security by calculating the net present
value of projected

future cash flows For these other-than-temporarily impaired fixed

maturity securities the net amount recognized in earnings is equal

to the difference between its amortized cost and its net present value

Inherently there are risks and uncertainties involved in making these

judgments Changes in circumstances and critical assumptions such as

continued weak economy or unforeseen events which affect one or

more companies industry sectors or countries could result in additional

impairments in future periods for other-than-temporary declines in

value See also Note to the Consolidated Financial Statements included

elsewhere in this report and Item lARisk FactorsThe value of

our investments could decline affecting our profitability and financial

strength and Investments contained later in this item
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Certain of our reporting units have
very

limited number of peer

companies Guideline Company Method is used to value the reporting

unit based
upon

its relative performance to its peer companies
based on

several measures including price to trailing 12 month earnings price

to projected earnings price to tangible net worth and return on equity

Dividend Discount Method DDM is used to value each reporting

unit based
upon

the
present

value of expected cash flows available for

distribution over future periods Cash flows were discounted using

market participant weighted average cost of capital estimated for

reporting unit After discounting the future discrete earnings to their

present value the Company estimated the terminal value attributable

to the years beyond the discrete operating plan period The discounted

terminal value was then added to the aggregate discounted distributable

earnings from the discrete operating plan period to estimate the fair

value of the reporting unit

Guideline Transaction Method values the reporting unit based on

available data
concerning

the purchase prices paid in acquisitions of

companies operating in the insurance industry The application of

certain financial multiples calculated from these transactions provides

an indication of estimated fair value of the reporting units

While all three valuation methodologies were considered in assessing

fair value the DDM was weighed more heavily since in the current

economic environment management
believes that expected cash flows

are the most important
factor in the valuation of business enterprise

In addition recent dislocations in the economy the scarcity of MA
transactions in the insurance marketplace and the relative lack of directly

comparable companies particularly for Assurant Solutions make the

other methods less credible

Following the 2010 goodwill assessment the Company concluded that

the net book values of the Assurant Employee Benefits and Assurant

Health reporting units exceeded their estimated fair values Based on the

results of the Step test the Company recorded impairment charges of

$102078 and $204303 related to the Assurant Employee Benefits and

Assurant Health reporting units respectively representing their entire

goodwill asset balances During 2009 the Company concluded that the

net book value of the Assurant Employee Benefits reporting unit exceeded

its estimated fair value and recorded an $83000 impairment charge after

performing Step test The 2010 impairments at Assurant Employee

Benefits and Assurant Health reflect the effects of the Affordable Care

Act the low interest rate environment continuing high unemployment

the slow
pace

of the economic recovery and increased net book value

primarily related to their investment portfolios The 2009 impairment

at Assurant Employee Benefits reflected the challenging near term

growth environment for the business and an increased net book value

primarily related to their investment portfolio Management remains

confident in the long-term prospects of both the Assurant Employee

Benefits and Assurant Health reporting units See Note and 11 for

further information

The two reporting
units that passed the 2010 Step test Assurant

Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property had estimated fair values

that exceeded their net book values by 1.9% and 62.9% respectively

Assurant Solutions passed the 2010 Step test by slim margin mainly

due to significant increase in its net book value The low interest rate

environment in 2010 resulted in significant increase in net unrealized

gains in Assurant Solutions fixed income investments

The determination of fair value of our reporting units requires significant

estimates and assumptions
These estimates and assumptions primarily

include but are not limited to earnings and required capital projections

discussed above discount rates terminal growth rates operating income

and dividend forecasts for each reporting unit and the weighting

assigned to the results of each of the three valuation methods described

above Changes in certain assumptions could have significant impact

on the goodwill impairment assessment For example an increase of

the discount rate of 100 basis points with all other assumptions held

constant for Assurant Solutions would result in its estimated fair

value being less than its net book value as of December 31 2010

Likewise reduction of 100 basis points in the terminal growth rate

with all other assumptions held constant for Assurant Solutions would

result in its estimated fair value being less than its net book value as of

December 31 2010 It would take more significant movements in our

estimates and assumptions in order for Assurant Specialty Propertys

estimated fair value to be less than its net book value

We evaluated the significant assumptions used to determine the estimated

fair values of each reporting unit both individually and in the aggregate

and concluded they are reasonable However should weak market

conditions continue for an extended period or should the operating

results of
any

of our reporting units decline substantially compared

to projected results or interest rates decline further increasing the net

unrealized gain position
related to the reporting units investment portfolio

and thus the reporting units net book values we could determine that

we need to record an impairment charge related to goodwill in our

Assurant Solutions or Assurant Specialty Property reporting units

Recent Accounting PronouncementsAdopted

On January 2010 the Company adopted the new guidance on

transfers of financial assets This new guidance amends the derecognition

guidance and eliminates the exemption from consolidation for qualifying

special-purpose entities The adoption of this new guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of operations

On January 2010 the Company adopted the new guidance on the

accounting for variable interest entity VIE This new guidance

amends the consolidation guidance applicable to VIEs to require

qualitative assessment in the determination of the primary beneficiary

of the VIE to require an ongoing reconsideration of the primary

beneficiary to amend the events that trigger reassessment of whether

an entity is VIE and to change the consideration of kick-out rights in

determining
if an entity is VIE The adoption of this new guidance

did not have an impact on the Companys financial position or results

of operations

On July 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance that

establishes single source of authoritative accounting and reporting

guidance recognized by the FASB for nongovernmental entities the

Codification The Codification does not change current GAAR but is

intended to simplify user access to all authoritative GAAP by providing

all the authoritative literature related to particular topic in one place

All existing accounting standard documents will be superseded and

all other accounting literature not included in the Codification will

be considered non-authoritative The adoption of the new guidance

did not have an impact on the Companys financial position or results

of operations
References to accounting guidance contained in the

Companys consolidated financial statements and disclosures have been

updated to reflect terminology consistent with the Codification Plain

English references to the accounting guidance
have been made along

with references to the ASC topic number and name

On December 31 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance

on postretirement benefit plan assets This new guidance requires
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companies to make additional disclosures about plan assets for defined

benefit pension and other postretirement benefit plans The additional

disclosure requirements include how investment allocation decisions are

made the major categories of plan assets and the inputs and valuation

techniques used to measure the fair value of plan assets The adoption of

this new guidance did not have an impact on the Companys financial

position or results of operations See Note 22 for further information

On October 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance on

measuring the fair value of liabilities When the quoted price in an

active market for an identical
liability is not available this new guidance

requires that either the quoted price of the identical or similar
liability

when traded as an asset or another valuation technique that is consistent

with the fair value measurements and disclosures guidance be used to

fair value the
liabilitj The adoption of this new guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of
operations

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new OTTI guidance

This new guidance amends the previous guidance for debt securities

and modifies the presentation and disclosure requirements for debt and

equity securities In addition it amends the requirement for an entity to

positively assert the intent and
ability to hold debt security to recovery

to determine whether an OTTI exists and replaces this provision with

the assertion that an entity does not intend to sell or it is not more

likely than not that the entity will be required to sell security prior

to recovery of its amortized cost basis Additionally this new guidance

modifies the presentation of certain OTTI debt securities to only present

the impairment loss within the results of operations that
represents the

credit loss associated with the OTTI with the
remaining impairment

loss being presented within other comprehensive income loss OCI
At adoption the Company recorded cumulative effect adjustment to

reclassify the non-credit component of previously recognized OTTI

securities which resulted in an increase of $43117 after-tax in retained

earnings and decrease of $43117 after-tax in AOCI See Note for

further information

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance on determining

fair value in
illiquid

markets This new guidance clarifies how to estimate

fair value when the volume and level of activity for an asset or liability

have significantly decreased This new guidance also clarifies how to

identify circumstances indicating that transaction is not orderly

Under this new guidance significant decreases in the volume and level

of activity of an asset or liability in relation to normal market activity

requires further evaluation of transactions or quoted prices and exercise

of significant judgment in arriving at fair values This new guidance

also requires additional interim and annual disclosures The adoption of

this new guidance did not have an impact on the Companys financial

position or results of operations

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new fair value of financial

instruments guidance This new guidance requires disclosures about the

fair value of financial instruments already required in annual financial

statements to be included within interim financial statements This new

guidance also requires disclosure of the methods and assumptions used

to estimate fair value The adoption of this new guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of
operations

See Note for further information

On January 2009 the Company adopted the revised business

combinations
guidance The revised guidance retains the fundamental

requirements of the previous guidance in that the
acquisition

method

of accounting be used for all business combinations that an acquirer be

identified for each business combination and for
goodwill to be recognized

and measured as residual The revised guidance expands the definition

of transactions and events that qualify as business combinations to all

transactions and other events in which one entity obtains control over one

or more other businesses The revised guidance broadens the fair value

measurement and recognition of assets acquired liabilities assumed and

interests transferred as result of business combinations It also increases

the disclosure requirements for business combinations in the consolidated

financial statements The adoption of the revised guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of operations

However should the Company enter into business combination in

2010 or beyond our financial position or results of operations could

incur significantly different impact than had it recorded the acquisition

under the previous business combinations guidance Earnings volatility

could result depending on the terms of the acquisition

On January 2009 the Company adopted the new consolidations

guidance The new guidance requires that noncontrolling interest in

subsidiary be separately reported within equity and the amount of

consolidated net income attributable to the noncontrolling interest be

presented in the statement of operations The new guidance also calls for

consistency in reporting changes in the parents ownership interest in

subsidiary and necessitates fair value measurement of
any noncontrolling

equity investment retained in deconsolidation The adoption of the new

guidance did not have an impact on the Companys financial
position

or results of operations

On January 2009 the Company applied the fair value measurements

and disclosures
guidance

for all non-financial assets and liabilities measured

at fair value on non-recurring basis The application of this guidance

for those assets and liabilities did not have an impact on the Companys

financial position or results of operations The Companys non-financial

assets measured at fair value on non-recurring basis include goodwill

and intangible assets In business combination the non-financial assets

and liabilities of the acquired company would be measured at fair value

in accordance with the fair value measurements and disclosures guidance

The requirements of this guidance include
using an exit

price
based on an

orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date

assuming the highest and best use of the asset by market
participants To

perform market valuation the Company is required to use market

income or cost approach valuation techniques The Company performs

its annual impairment analyses of goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible

assets in the fourth quarter or when events or changes in circumstances

indicate that the carrying amount of the assets may not be recoverable

If Step of the impairment test indicates that the net book value of the

reporting unit is greater than the estimated fair value then Step test

is required Step requires that the Company measure the fair value of

goodwill of the reporting unit As mentioned above the application of

this guidance which was used to measure the fair value of goodwill in

Step of the goodwill impairment test did not have an impact on the

Companys financial position or results of operations

On January 2009 the Company adopted the new earnings per share

guidance on participating securities and the two class method The new

guidance requires unvested share-based payment awards that have non-

forfeitable rights to dividend or dividend equivalents to be treated as

participating securities Therefore the Companys restricted stock and

restricted stock units which have non-forfeitable rights to dividends are

included in calculating basic and diluted earnings per share under the

two-class method All prior period earnings per share data presented have

been adjusted retrospectively The adoption of the new guidance did not

have material
impact on the Companys basic and diluted earnings per

share calculations for the years ended December 31 2009 and 2008

See Note 24 for further information
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On January 2008 the Company adopted the fair value measurements

and disclosures guidance This guidance defined fair value addressed

how companies should measure fair value when they are required to

use fair value measure for recognition or disclosure purposes
under

GAAP and expanded disclosures about fair value measurements This

guidance was applied prospectively for financial assets and liabilities

measured on recurring basis as of January 2008 except for certain

financial assets that were measured at fair value using transaction

price For these financial instruments which the Company has this

guidance required limited retrospective adoption and thus the difference

between the fair values using transaction price and the fair values

using an exit price of the relevant financial instruments was shown as

cumulative-effect adjustment to the January 2008 retained earnings

balance At adoption the Company recognized $4400 decrease to

other assets and corresponding decrease of $2860 after-tax to

retained
earnings

See Notes and for further information regarding

these financial instruments and the fair value disclosures respectively

Recent Accounting PronouncementsNot Yet

Adopted

In October 2010 the Financial Accounting
Standards Board FASB

issued amendments to existing guidance on accounting for costs associated

with acquiring or renewing insurance contracts The amendments

modify the definition of the types
of costs incurred by insurance

entities that can be capitalized in the acquisition of new and renewal

contracts Under this amended guidance acquisition costs are defined

as costs that are related directly to the successful acquisition of new

or renewal insurance contracts The amendments are effective for

fiscal years and interim periods within those fiscal years beginning

after December 15 2011 Therefore the Company is required to adopt

this guidance on January 2012 Prospective application as of the date

of adoption is required however retrospective application to all prior

periods presented upon
the date of adoption is also permitted but not

required Early adoption is permitted but only at the beginning
of an

entitys annual reporting period The Company is currently evaluating

the requirements of the amendments and the potential impact if any

on the Companys financial position and results of operations

In September 2009 the FASB issued new guidance on multiple

deliverable revenue arrangements This new guidance requires entities

to use their best estimate of the selling price of deliverable within

multiple deliverable revenue arrangement if the entity and other

entities do not sell the deliverable
separate

from the other deliverables

within the arrangement In addition it requires
both qualitative and

quantitative
disclosures This new guidance is effective for new or

materially modified arrangements in fiscal years beginning on or after

June 15 2010 Earlier application is permitted as of the beginning of

fiscal year The Company did not apply the guidance early thus it is

required to adopt this new guidance on January 2011 The adoption

of this new guidance will not have an impact on the Companys financial

position or results of operations
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Year Ended December31 2010 Compared to the Yar

Ended December31 2009

Net Income

Segment net income decreased $16846 or 14% to $103206 for

Twelve Months 2010 from $120052 forTwelve Months 2009 primarily

due to an intangible asset impairment charge of $30948 after-tax

related to fourth
quarter

2010 client notification of non-renewal of

block of domestic service contract business effective June 2011

Absent this item net income increased $14102 or 12% as result

of improved underwriting results in our international and preneed

businesses International results improved primarily due to favorable loss

experience in our U.K credit insurance business and growth in Latin

America These items were partially offset by decreased underwriting

results primarily attributable to the run-off of certain lines of business

and $6048 after-tax change in the value of our consumer price

index caps derivative instruments that protect against inflation risk in

our preneed products Additionally Twelve Months 2009 net income

included $10800 after-tax restructuring charge

Thtal Revenues

Total revenues decreased $169172 or 5% to $3109648 forTwelve

Months 2010 from $3278820 for Twelve Months 2009 The decrease

was the result of lower net earned premiums of $186742 which was

primarily attributable to the continued run-off of certain domestic

extended service contract business as earnings from former clients that

are no longer in business preneed policies sold before January 2009

and domestic credit insurance business

Partially offsetting these decreases was the addition of new domestic

service contract business clients and growth in both our international

credit and service contracts businesses which also benefited from

the favorable
impact

of foreign exchange rates We
expect net earned

premiums in 2011 to decline $170000 due to the run-off of domestic

credit insurance business and former large extended services contract

clients that are no longer in business

Fees and other income improved as result of increases in preneed

business partially offset by mark-to-market losses associated with our

consumer price index caps Net investment income primarily increased

due to the favorable impact of foreign exchange rates

Gross written premiums increased $232578 or 8% to $3196647

for Twelve Months 2010 from $2964069 for Twelve Months 2009

Gross written premiums from our domestic service contract business

increased $180753 due to the addition of new clients and an increase

in automobile vehicle service contracts as automobile sales increased

and from premiums reported by certain clients in timelier manner

than in the
past

This had no effect on net earned premiums In

addition consistent with our international expansion strategy our

international credit business increased $125653 due to growth across

several countries from both new and existing clients and from the

favorable impact of foreign exchange rates Gross written premiums

from our international service contract business increased $60418

primarily due to favorable foreign exchange rates and growth from

existing clients partially offset by lower premiums in Denmark due

to our decision to exit that market in 2009 Gross written premiums

from our domestic credit insurance business decreased $103707

due to the continued runoff of this product line Other domestic

gross written premiums decreased $26379 mainly due to one-time

campaign with Ford Motor Company conducted and completed in

Second Quarter 2009

Preneed face sales increased $222518 primarily due to increased

consumer buying in advance of less favorable tax rate change in certain

Canadian provinces as well as growth from our exclusive distribution

partnership with Services Corporation International Sd the
largest

funeral provider in North America and increased sales initiatives

Total Benefits Losses and Expenses

Total benefits losses and
expenses

decreased $142484 or 5% to

$2942015 for Twelve Months 2010 from $3084499 for Twelve

Months 2009 Policyholder benefits decreased $139764 primarily

due to improved loss experience in our U.K credit business and in our

domestic service contract business from existing and run-off clients

the run-off of preneed policies sold before January 2009 and the

continued run-off of our domestic credit business

Selling underwriting and general expenses
decreased $2720

Commissions taxes licenses and fees of which amortization of DAC
is component decreased $42585 as commission expense related to

our domestic service contract business declined due to lower net earned

premiums partially offset by increased commission expense
in our

international business due to higher net earned premiums in that business

coupled with the unfavorable impact of foreign exchange rates General

expenses increased $39865 primarily due to the above-mentioned

$47612 pre-tax intangible asset impairment charge the amortization

of previously capitalized upfront client commission payments as we

continue to grow our international business and distribution channels

and the unfavorable impact of foreign exchange rates
Partially offsetting

these increases was cost savings realized in Twelve Months 2010 as

result of restructuring in Twelve Months 2009 This restructuring

added $16500 to expenses in Twelve Months 2009

Year Ended December31 2009 Compared to the Year

Ended December31 2008

Net Income

Segment net income increased $7869 or 7% to $120052 for Twelve

Months 2009 from $112183 for Twelve Months 2008 The increase

was primarily the result of favorable underwriting results in our

domestic service contract business from existing and run-off clients

Partially offsetting this increase was unfavorable loss experience in

our U.K credit insurance business primarily resulting from higher

unemployment rates in the U.K compared with the prior year

$19101 after-tax decrease in net investment income and $10800

after-tax of restructuring charges in our domestic and international

businesses Twelve Months 2008 included charges of $24700

after-tax related to our exit from the Denmark market client

bankruptcies and loss on discontinued product in Brazil which

were partially offset by $9900 after-tax of income from client related

settlements

Total Revenues

Total revenues decreased $137710 or 4% to $3278820 for Twelve

Months 2009 from $3416530 for Twelve Months 2008 The decrease

is mainly attributable to reduced net earned premiums and other

considerations of$ 142366 primarily resulting from the application of

universal life insurance accounting guidance in our Preneed business

Absent this item net earned premiums increased $35000 or 1%
due to our domestic and international service contract business from
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premiums written in prior periods and from one-time campaign with

Ford Motor Company conducted and completed in Second Quarter

2009 This increase was partially offset by unfavorable changes in foreign

exchange rates as the U.S dollar strengthened against international

currencies combined with the continued runoff of our domestic credit

insurance business Also contributing to the decrease in revenues

was lower net investment income of $29386 or 7% primarily due

to lower
average

invested assets and lower investment yields These

decreases were partially offset by an increase in fees and other income

of $34042 or 19% primarily from the application of the universal

life insurance accounting guidance for our Preneed business and the

continued growth of our service contract businesses resulting from

acquisitions made in the latter part of 2008

Gross written premiums decreased $574199 or 16% to $2964069

for Twelve Months 2009 from $3538268 for Twelve Months 2008

This decrease was driven primarily by lower domestic service contract

business of $517614 primarily due to client bankruptcy and decreased

retail and auto sales due to the slowdown in consumer spending

Gross written premiums from our domestic credit insurance business

decreased $77569 due to the continued runoff of this product line

Gross written premiums from our international service contract business

decreased $14688 primarily the result of unfavorable changes in

foreign exchange rates This was partially offset by growth from both

new and existing clients consistent with our international expansion

strategy
Gross written premiums from our international credit business

increased $15768 primarily driven by growth in several countries due

to strong growth from new and existing clients This was partially
offset

by unfavorable changes in foreign exchange rates and the slowdown

in the U.K
mortgage

market Preneed face sales were $67053 higher

due to growth from our exclusive distribution partnership with SCI

and increased sales initiatives

Thtal Benefits Losses and Expenses

Total benefits losses and expenses decreased $156151 or 5% to

$3084499 for Twelve Months 2009 from $3240650 for Twelve

Months 2008 Policyholder benefits decreased $169607 primarily

due to the above mentioned application of universal life insurance

accounting guidance in our Preneed business Also contributing to

the decrease were lower losses from discontinued credit life product

in Brazil and improved loss experience in our domestic service contract

business from existing and run-off clients This was partially offset

by unfavorable loss experience in our U.K credit insurance business

primarily resulting from higher unemployment rates than the prior year

During the Twelve Months 2009 we ceased distributing unemployment

insurance-related products through the internet but losses from similar

products sold through more traditional distribution channels increased

as result of the prolonged high unemployment in the U.K Selling

underwriting and general expenses increased $13456 General
expenses

increased $82616 primarily due to higher expenses associated with

recent domestic extended service contract business acquisitions and

restructuring charges relating to our international businesses of$ 10600

and $5900 for our domestic businesses Commissions taxes licenses

and fees of which amortization of DAC is component decreased

$69160 primarily due to the corresponding favorable change in foreign

exchange rates in our international business and reduced commission

expense resulting from acquisitions completed in the latter
part

of

2008 Also contributing to the decrease was the above-mentioned

application of universal life insurance accounting guidance in our

Preneed business These declines in Tvelve Months 2009 were partially

offset by an $18000 reduction in commission expense related to the

accrual of contractual receivables established from certain domestic

service contract clients recorded in Twelve Months 2008
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PART II

ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

The Affordable Care Act

In March 2010 President Obama signed the Affordable Care Act

Provisions of the Affordable Care Act have and will become effective

at various dates over the next several years During Second Quarter

2010 management completed an extensive review of the Assurant

Health segment and considered number of possible future strategies

On the basis of this review management believes that opportunities

continue to exist in the individual medical marketplace and initiated

various modifications necessary to operate in the new environment

In November 2010 HHS issued interim final regulations with respect

to the Affordable Care Act with comment period continuing into

first quarter 2011 As result the impact of the Affordable Care Act is

clearer but not yet fully known Management continues to modi its

business model to adapt to these new regulations and will continue to

monitor HHS and state regulatory activity
for clarification and additional

regulations Given the sweeping nature of the changes represented by

the Affordable Care Act our results of operations and financial position

could be materially adversely affected For more information see

Item Risk FactorsRisk related to our industryRecently enacted

legislation reforming the U.S health care system may have material

adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations

Year Ended December31 2010 Compared to the Year

Ended December31 2009

Net Income/Loss

Segment results increased $84249 to net income of $54029 for Twelve

Months 2010 from net loss of $30220 for Twelve Months 2009 The

increase is primarily attributable to corrective pricing actions and plan

design changes that began in late 2009 Twelve Months 2010 includes

$17421 after-tax benefit from reserve release related to legal

settlement while Twelve Months 2009 included charges of $32370

after-tax relating to unfavorable rulings in two claim-related lawsuits

restructuring charge of $2925 after-tax and HINI-related medical

charges of $2535 after-tax Twelve Months 2010 results were also

affected by favorable claim reserve development and reduced expenses

associated with expense management initiatives partially offset by

restructuring charges of $8721 after-tax

Total Revenues

Total revenues decreased $14370 or less than 1% to $1952795

for Twelve Months 2010 from $1967165 for Twelve Months 2009

Net earned premiums and other considerations from our individual

medical business increased $18983 or 1% primarily due to premium

rate increases The effect of the premium rate increases was partially

offset by declining members that is resulting from continued high

level of policy lapses and lower sales Net earned premiums and other

considerations from our small employer group
business decreased

$16075 or 3% due to continued high level of policy lapses partially

offset by premium rate increases Short-term medical net earned

premiums and other considerations decreased $18414 or 18% due to

reduction in policies sold partially offset by premium rate increases

Total Benefits Losses and Expenses

Total benefits losses and
expenses

decreased $146881 or 7% to

$1867988 for Twelve Months 2010 from $2014869 for Twelve

Months 2009 Policyholder benefits decreased $107243 or 8% and

the benefit loss ratio decreased to 69.9% from 75.0% The decrease

was primarily due to $26802 benefit from reserve release related

to legal settlement and favorable claim reserve development during

Twelve Months 2010 compared to last year partially offset by higher

estimated claim experience in small employer group
business Twelve

Months 2009 also includes charges of $49800 relating to unfavorable

rulings in two claim-related lawsuits Selling underwriting and general

expenses
decreased $39638 or 7% primarily due to reduced employee-

related and advertising expenses
lower amortization of deferred

acquisition costs and reduced commission expense
due to lower sales

of new policies Twelve Months 2010 includes restructuring charges of

$13417 that were the result of
expense management initiatives to help

transition the business for the post-health care reform Twelve Months

2009 also included
restructuring charge of $4500

Year Ended December31 2009 Compared to the Year

Ended December31 2008

Net Loss/Income

Segment results decreased $150474 or 125% to net loss of $30220
for Twelve Months 2009 from net income of $120254 for Twelve

Months 2008 The decrease is primarily attributable to deteriorating

claims experience caused by higher medical benefits utilization in all

products $32370 after-tax of charges relating to reserve increases

for outcomes in two unfavorable claim-related lawsuits H1N1-related

medical services unfavorable claim reserve development the continuing

decline in small employer group net earned premiums and increased

expenses including $2925 after-tax of restructuring costs

Thtal Revenues

Total revenues decreased $81171 or 4% to $1967165 for Twelve

Months 2009 from $2048336 for Twelve Months 2008 Net earned

premiums and other considerations from our individual medical

business decreased $6545 or less than 1% while net earned premiums

and other considerations from our small employer group
business

decreased $68585 or 12% both due to continued high level of

policy lapses which were partially offset by premium rate increases

The decline in small employer group
business is also due to increased

competition and our adherence to strict underwriting guidelines Also

net investment income decreased $9806 due to lower yields and lower

average
invested assets

Total Benefits Losses and Expenses

Total benefits losses and expenses increased $152076 or 8% to

$2014869 for Twelve Months 2009 from $1862793 for Twelve

Months 2008 Policyholder benefits increased $151983 or 12%
and the loss ratio increased to 75.0% from 64.5% The increase in the

benefit loss ratio was primarily due to deteriorating claims experience

and unfavorable claim reserve development on both individual medical

business and small employer group business due to increased utilization

and intensity of medical services coupled with non-proportionate

decline in net earned premiums and $49800 of reserve increases

stemming from two separate claim related lawsuits In addition

policyholder benefits include $3900 for H1N1-related medical services

Selling underwriting and general expenses increased $93 or less than

1% Higher expenses including $4500 of
restructuring costs increased

advertising expense of $8155 and increased loss adjustment expense

were partially offset by lower amortization of deferred acquisition costs
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PART II

ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

Management evaluates the following factors in order to determine

whether the market for financial asset is inactive The factors include

but are not limited to

There are few recent transactions

Little information is released publicly

The available prices vary significantly over time or among market

participants

The prices are stale i.e not current and

The magnitude of the bid-ask spread

Illiquidity
did not have material impact in the fair value determination

of the Companys financial assets

The Company generally obtains one price for each financial asset The

Company performs monthly analysis to assess if the evaluated prices

represent
reasonable estimate of their fair value This

process
involves

quantitative and qualitative analysis and is overseen by investment and

accounting professionals Examples of procedures performed include

but are not limited to initial and on-going review of pricing service

methodologies review of the
prices

received from the pricing service

review of
pricing statistics and trends arid comparison of prices

for

certain securities with two different appropriate price sources for

reasonableness Following this analysis the Company generally uses the

best estimate 0f fair value based
upon

all available inputs On infrequent

occasions non-pricing service source may be more familiar with the

market activity for particular security than the pricing service In

these cases the price used is taken from the non-pricing service source

The pricing service provides information to indicate which securities

were priced using
market observable inputs so that the Company can

properly categorize our financial assets in the fair value hierarchy

Securities Lending and Borrowing

The Company engages
in transactions in which fixed maturity securities

especially bonds issued by the U.S government government agencies

and authorities and U.S corporations are loaned to selected broker

dealers Collateral greater
than or equal to 102% of the fair value of

the securities lent plus accrued interest is received in the form of

cash and cash equivalents held by custodian bank for the benefit

of the Company The use of cash collateral received is unrestricted

The Company reinvests the cash collateral received generally in

investments of high credit quality that are designated as available-for-

sale The Company monitors the fair value of securities loaned and

Liquidity and Capital Resources

the collateral received with additional collateral obtained as necessary

The Company is subject to the risk of loss to the extent there is loss

on the re-investment of cash collateral

As of December 31 2010 and 2009 our collateral held under

securities lending of which its use is unrestricted was $122219 and

$218129 respectively
while our liability to the borrower for collateral

received was $122931 and $220279 respectively The difference

between the collateral held and obligations under securities lending

is recorded as an unrealized loss and is included as part
of AOCI

All securities with unrealized losses have been in continuous loss

position for twelve months or longer as of December 31 2010 and

December 31 2009 The Company includes the available-for-sale

investments purchased with the cash collateral in its evaluation of

other-than-temporary impairments

Cash proceeds that the Company receives as collateral for the securities

it lends and subsequent repayment
of the cash are regarded by the

Company as cash flows from financing activities since the cash received is

considered borrowing Since the Company reinvests the cash collateral

generally in investments that are designated as available-for-sale the

reinvestment is presented as cash flows from investing
activities

The Company began engaging in transactions during 2010 in which

securities issued by the U.S
government

and government agencies
and

authorities are purchased under agreements to resell reverse repurchase

agreements The Company may take possession of the securities

purchased under reverse repurchase agreements Collateral greater

than or equal to 100% of the fair value of the securities purchased plus

accrued interest is pledged in the form of cash and cash equivalents or

other securities as provided for in the underlying agreement to selected

broker/dealers The use of the cash collateral pledged is unrestricted

Interest earned on the collateral pledged is recorded as investment

income As of December 31 2010 we had $14370 of receivables

under securities loan agreements
which is included in other assets on

the consolidated balance sheets

The Company enters into these reverse repurchase agreements in order

to initiate short positions in its investment portfolio The borrowed

securities are sold in the marketplace The Company records obligations

to return the securities that we no longer hold as liability The

financial liabilities resulting from these borrowings are carried at fair

value with the changes in value reported as realized
gains or losses

As of December 31 2010 we had $14281 of obligations to return

borrowed securities which is included in accounts payable
and other

liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets

Regulatory Requirements

Assurant Inc is holding company and as such has limited direct

operations
of its own Our holding company assets consist primarily

of the capital stock of our subsidiaries Accordingly our future cash

flows depend upon the availability of dividends and other statutorily

permissible payments from our subsidiaries such as payments
under our

tax allocation agreement
and under management agreements

with our

subsidiaries The ability to pay
such dividends and to make such other

payments will be limited by applicable laws and regulations of the states

in which our subsidiaries are domiciled which subject our subsidiaries

to significant regulatory restrictions The dividend requirements and

regulations vary from state to state and by type
of insurance provided

by the applicable subsidiaty These laws and regulations require among

other things our insurance subsidiaries to maintain minimum solvency

requirements and limit the amount of dividends these subsidiaries

can pay to the holding company Along with solvency regulations

the
primary

driver in determining the amount of capital used for

dividends is the level of capital needed to maintain desired financial

strength ratings from Best Given recent economic events that

have affected the insurance industry both regulators and rating agencies

could become more conservative in their methodology and criteria
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including increasing capital requirements for our insurance subsidiaries

which in turn could negatively affect our capital resources For 2011
the maximum amount of distributions our U.S insurance subsidiaries

could pay under applicable laws and regulations without prior regulatory

approval is approximately $614362 In total we have taken dividends

net of infusions of $832300 from our operating companies during

2010 We anticipate that we will be able to take dividends in 2011 of

at least equal to operating company earnings

Liquidity

As of December 31 2010 we had approximately $878622 in capital

at the
holding company Excluding our $250000 capital buffer against

tail-event risks we have $628622 in deployable capital Dividends or

returns of capital paid by our subsidiaries were $886200 $703099

and 453303 for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively We use these cash inflows primarily to pay expenses to

make interest
payments on indebtedness to make dividend

payments

to our stockholders to make subsidiary capital contributions to fund

acquisitions and to repurchase our outstanding shares

In addition to paying expenses and making interest payments on

indebtedness our capital management strategy provides for several

uses of the cash generated by our subsidiaries including without

limitation returning capital to shareholders through share repurchases

and dividends investing in our businesses to support growth in targeted

areas and making prudent and
opportunistic acquisitions During

2010 2009 and 2008 we made share repurchases and dividends of

$602568 $101545 and $122672 respectively

The primary sources of funds for our subsidiaries consist of
premiums and

fees collected the proceeds from the sales and maturity of investments

and investment income Cash is primarily used to pay insurance claims

agent commissions operating expenses
and taxes We generally invest

our subsidiaries excess funds in order to generate investment income

We conduct periodic asset liability
studies to measure the duration of

our insurance liabilities to develop optimal asset portfolio maturity

structures for our significant lines of business and ultimately to assess

that cash flows are sufficient to meet the timing of cash needs These

studies are conducted in accordance with formal company-wide Asset

Liability Management ALM guidelines

To complete study for particular line of business models are

developed to project asset and
liability

cash flows and balance sheet items

under large varied set of plausible economic scenarios These models

consider many factors including the current investment portfolio the

required capital for the related assets and liabilities our tax position and

projected cash flows from both existing and projected new business

Alternative asset portfolio structures are analyzed for significant lines

of business An investment portfolio maturity structure is then selected

from these
profiles given our return hurdle and risk preference Sensitivity

testing of significant liability assumptions and new business projections

is also performed

Our liabilities have limited policyholder optionality which results in

policyholder behavior that is relatively insensitive to the interest rate

environment In addition our investment portfolio is largely comprised

of highly liquid fixed maturity securities with sufficient
component

of such securities invested that are near maturity which may be sold

with minimal risk of loss to meet cash needs Therefore we believe we

have limited
exposure to disintermediation risk

Generally our subsidiaries premiums fees and investment income

along with planned asset sales and maturities provide sufficient cash to

pay claims and
expenses However there are instances when unexpected

cash needs arise in excess of that available from usual operating sources

In such instances we have several options to raise needed funds

including selling assets from the subsidiaries investment portfolios

using holding company cash if available issuing commercial
paper

or drawing funds from our revolving credit facility In addition we

have filed an automatically effective shelf registration statement on

Form S-3 with the SEC This registration statement allows us to issue

equity debt or other types of securities through one or more methods

of distribution The terms of any offering would be established at the

time of the offering subject to market conditions If we decide to

make an offering of securities we will consider the nature of the cash

requirement as well as the cost of capital in determining what type of

securities we may offer

On January 14 2011 we announced that our Board of Directors

declared quarterly dividend of $0.16 per common share payable on

March 14 2011 to stockholders of record as of
February 28 2011 We

paid dividends of $0.16 on December 13 2010 September 14 2010

and June 82010 and $0.15 per common share on March 2010 We

paid dividends of $0.15 on December 14 2009 September 15 2009

and June 2009 and $0.14 per common share on March 2009

Any determination to pay future dividends will be at the discretion of

our Board of Directors and will be dependent upon our subsidiaries

payment of dividends and/or other statutorily permissible payments to

us our results of operations and cash flows our financial position and

capital requirements general business conditions legal tax regulatory

and contractual restrictions on the payment of dividends and other

factors our Board of Directors deems relevant

During the year ended December 31 2010 the Company repurchased

15224645 shares of its outstanding common stock at cost of

$532950 On January 18 2011 the Companys Board of Directors

authorized the Company to repurchase up to an additional $600000 of

its outstanding common stock making its total authorization $805587

at that date The timing and the amount of future repurchases will

depend on market conditions and other factors

Management believes that we will have sufficient liquidity to satisfy

our needs over the next twelve months including the ability to pay

interest on our senior notes and dividends on our common shares

Retirement and Other Employee Benefits

We sponsor qualified pension plan the Assurant Pension Plan

and various non-qualified pension plans along with retirement health

benefits plan covering our employees who meet specified eligibility

requirements The reported expense and liability associated with these

plans requires an extensive use of assumptions which include but are

not limited to the discount rate expected return on plan assets and

rate of future compensation increases We determine these assumptions

based
upon currently available market and industry data and historical

performance of the plan and its assets The actuarial assumptions used

in the calculation of our aggregate projected benefit obligation vary

and include an expectation of long-term appreciation in equity markets

which is not changed by minor short-term market fluctuations but

does change when large interim deviations occur The assumptions we

use may differ materially from actual results due to changing market

and economic conditions higher or lower withdrawal rates or longer

or shorter life spans of the participants
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The Pension Protection Act of 2006 PPA requires certain qualified

plans like the Assurant Pension Plan to meet specified funding

thresholds If these funding thresholds are not met there are negative

consequences to the Assurant Pension Plan and participants
If the funded

percentage
falls below 80% full payment

of lump sum benefits as well

as implementation of amendments improving
benefits are restricted

As of January 2010 the Assurant Pension Plans funded percentage

was 113% on PPA calculated basis Therefore benefit and payment

restrictions did not occur during 2010 The 2010 funded measure

will also be used to determine restrictions if any that can occur

during the first nine months of 2011 Due to the funding status of

the Assurant Pension Plan in 2010 no restrictions will exist before

October 2011 the time that the January 2011 actuarial valuation

needs to be completed Also based on the estimated funded status as

of January 2011 we do not anticipate any restrictions on benefits

for the remainder of 2011

The A.ssurant Pension Plan was under-funded by $96278 and $87977

based on the fair value of the assets compared to the projected

benefit obligation on GAAP basis at December 31 2010 and

2009 respectively This equates to an 85% and 84% funded status

at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively The change in under

funded status is mainly due to decrease in the discount rate used to

determine the projected benefit obligation which is partially offset by

better than expected asset performance

In prior years we established funding policy in which service cost

plus 15% of the Assurant Pension Plan deficit is contributed annually

During 2010 we contributed $40000 in cash to the Assurant Pension

Plan We expect to contribute at least $40000 in cash to the Assurant

Pension Plan over the course of 2011 See Note 22 to the Consolidated

Financial Statements included elsewhere in this report for the
components

of the net periodic
benefit cost

The impact of 25 basis point change in the discount rate on the 2011

projected benefit expense would result in change of $2300 for the

Assurant Pension Plan and the various non-qualified pension plans and

$300 for the retirement health benefit plan
The

impact
of 25 basis

point change in the expected return on assets assumption on the 2011

projected benefit expense
would result in change of$1400 for the

Assurant Pension Plan and the various non-qualified pension plans

and $100 for the retirement health benefits plan

Commercial Paper Program

The Companys commercial
paper program requires

the Company

to maintain liquidity facilities either in an available amount equal to

any outstanding notes from the program or in an amount sufficient to

maintain the ratings assigned to the notes issued from the program Our

commercial paper
is rated AMB-2 by A.M Best P-2 by Moodys and

A2 by SR The Companys subsidiaries do not maintain commercial

paper or other borrowing facilities at their level This program is

currently backed up by $350000 senior revolving credit facility

of which $325604 was available at December 31 2010 due to

outstanding letters of credit

On December 18 2009 the Company entered into three-year

unsecured revolving credit agreement 2009 Credit Facility with

syndicate of banks arranged by JP Morgan Chase Bank Inc and Bank

of America Inc The 2009 Credit Facility provides for revolving loans

and the issuance of multi-bank syndicated letters of credit and/or letters

of credit from sole issuing bank in an aggregate amount of $350000

and is available until December 2012 provided the Company is in

compliance with all covenants The
agreement

has sublimit for letters

of credit issued under the agreement
of $50000 The proceeds

of these

loans may be used for the Companys commercial paper program or

for general corporate purposes

The Company did not use the commercial
paper program during the

twelve months ended December 31 2010 and 2009 and there were

no amounts relating to the commercial paper program outstanding

at December 31 2010 and December 31 2009 The Company

made no borrowings using
the 2009 Credit Facility and no loans are

outstanding at December 31 2010 The Company does have $24396

of letters of credit outstanding under the 2009 Credit Facility as of

December 31 2010

The 2009 Credit Facility contains restrictive covenants all of which

were met as of December 31 2010 These covenants include but are

not limited to

Maintenance of maximum debt to total capitalization
ratio on

the last day of any
fiscal

quarter
of not greater than 35% and

ii Maintenance of consolidated adjusted net worth in an amount

not less than the Minimum Amount For the
purpose

of this

calculation the Minimum Amount is an amount equal to

the sum of the base amount $3352474 plus 50% of

consolidated net income for each fiscal
quarter if positive ending

after December 31 2009 plus 50% of the net proceeds of

any issuance of Capital Stock or Hybrid Securities received after

September 30 2009

At December 31 2010 our ratio of debt to total capitalization was

18% the consolidated Minimum Amount described in ii above

was $3588159 and our actual consolidated adjusted net worth as

calculated under the covenant was $4500013

In the event of the breach of certain covenants all obligations under the

facility including unpaid principal and accrued interest and outstanding

letters of credit may become immediately due and payable

Senior Notes

We have two series of senior notes outstanding in an aggregate principal

amount of $975000 The first series is $500000 in principal amount

bears interest at 5.625% per year
and is due February 15 2014

The second series is $475000 in principal amount bears interest at

6.750% per year
and is due February 15 2034 Our senior notes are

rated bbb by A.M Best Baa2 by Moodys and BBB by SP as of

December 31 2010

Interest on our senior notes is payable semi-annually on February 15

and August 15 of each
year

The interest expense incurred related to the

Senior Notes was $60188 for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively The senior notes are unsecured obligations and

rank equally with all of our other senior unsecured indebtedness The

senior notes are not redeemable prior to maturity

In managements opinion dividends from our subsidiaries together

with our income and gains from our investment portfolio will provide

sufficient liquidity to meet our needs in the ordinary course of business
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PART II

ITEM Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

ITEM Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants

on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

There have been no disagreements with accountants on accounting
and financial disclosure

ITEM 9A Controls and Procedures

Disclosure Controls and Procedures

The management of the Company is responsible for establishing and

maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting for

the Company as defined in Rule 3a- 15f under the Exchange Act

companys internal control over financial
reporting

is

process

designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability
of

financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for

external purposes
in accordance with accounting principles generally

accepted in the United States companys internal control over

financial reporting
includes policies and procedures that pertain

to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately

and
fairly

reflect the transactions and dispositions
of the assets of the

company provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded

as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance

with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States and

that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in

accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the

company and provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention

or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition use or disposition of

the companys assets that could have material effect on the financial

statements Because of its inherent limitations internal control over

financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements Also

projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject

to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes

in conditions or that the degree of compliance with the policies or

procedures may deteriorate

The Companys management assessed its internal control over financial

reporting as of December 31 2010 using criteria established in Internal

ControlIntegrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring

Organizations
of the Treadway Commission

Management including the Companys chief executive officer and

its chief financial officer based on their evaluation of the Companys

internal control over financial reporting as defined in Exchange Act

Rule 13a-15f have concluded that the Companys internal control

over financial reporting was effective as of December 31 2010

The effectiveness of the Companys internal control over financial reporting

as of December 31 2010 has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers

LLB an independent registered public accounting firm as stated in

their report which appears
herein

There have been no changes in the Companys internal control over

financial reporting
that occurred during the Companys fourth fiscal

quarter in 2010 that have materially affected or are reasonably likely to

materially affect the Companys internal control over financial reporting

The management of Assurant is responsible for establishing and Based on that evaluation management concluded that Assurants

maintaining
effective disclosure controls and procedures as defined disclosure controls and procedures as of December 31 2010 were

under Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15 of the Securities Exchange Act of effective to provide reasonable assurance that information required to

1934 as amended the Exchange Act As of December 31 2010 be disclosed by Assurant in the reports Assurant files or submits under

an evaluation was performed under the supervision
and with the the Exchange Act is recorded processed summarized and reported

participation
of the Companys management including the chief within the time periods specified in the applicable rules and forms

executive officer and chief financial officer of the effectiveness of the and that it is accumulated and communicated to our management as

design and operation of Assurants disclosure controls and procedures appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure

Managements Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

ITEM 9B Other Information

None
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PART III

ITEM 10 Directors Executive Officers

and Corporate Governance

The information
regarding executive officers in our upcoming 2011

Proxy Statement 2011 Proxy Statement under the caption Executive

Officers is incorporated herein by reference The information regarding

directors in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the
caption Election of

Directors in Proposal One is incorporated herein by reference The

information regarding compliance with Section 16a of the Exchange

Act in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the
caption

Section 16a

Code of Ethics

Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance is incorporated herein

by reference The information regarding the Compensation Committee

the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee and the Audit

Committee in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the captions Nominating

and Corporate Governance Committee and Audit Committee in

Corporate Governance is incorporated herein by reference

The Assurant Code of Ethics applies to all directors officers and

employees of Assurant including the principal executive officer

principal financial officer and principal accounting officer The Code

of Ethics and our Corporate Governance Guidelines are posted in

the Corporate Governance subsection of the Investor Relations

section of our website at www.assurant.com which is not incorporated

by reference herein We intend to post any amendments to or waivers

from the Code of Ethics that apply to our executive officers or directors

on our website

ITEM 11 Executive Compensation

The information in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the captions

Compensation Discussion and Analysis Compensation of

Named Executive Officers and Compensation of Directors is

incorporated herein by reference The information in the 2011 Proxy

Statement regarding the Compensation Committee under the
captions

Compensation Committee Compensation Committee Interlocks

and Insider Participation and Compensation Committee Report in

Corporate Governance is incorporated herein by reference

ITEM 12 Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners

and Management and Related Stockholder Matters

The information in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the captions Securities Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans

Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Security Ownership of Management is incorporated herein by reference
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PART III

ITEM 13 Certain Relationships and Related Transactions and Director Independence

ITEM 13 Certain Relationships and Related Transactions

and Director Independence

The information in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the captions Transactions with Related Persons and Director Independence in Corporate

Governance is incorporated herein by reference

ITEM 14 Principal Accounting Fees and Services

The information in the 2011 Proxy Statement under the
caption

Fees of Principal Accountants in Audit Committee Matters is incorporated

herein by reference
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PART IV

ITEM 15 Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules

Consolidated Financial Statements

The following consolidated financial statements of Assurant Inc incorporated by

reference into Item are attached hereto

Consolidated Financial Statements of Assurant Inc

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm F-i

Assurant Inc Consolidated Balance Sheets at December 31 2010 and 2009 F-2

Assurant Inc Consolidated Statements of Operations For Years Ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 F-3

Assurant Inc Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders Equity For Years Ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 F-4

Assurant Inc Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows For Years Ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 F-6

Assurant Inc Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements-December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 F-7

a2 Consolidated Financial Statement Schedules

The following consolidated financial statement schedules of Assurant Inc are attached hereto

Schedule ISummary of Investments other than Investments in Related Parties

Schedule IlParent Only Condensed Financial Statements

Schedule IllSupplementary Insurance Information

Schedule IYReinsurance

F-59

F-60

F-63

F-64

Schedule VValuation and Qualifying Accounts F-65

All other schedules are omitted because they are not applicable not required or the information is included in the financial statements or the

notes thereto

a3 Exhibits

Pursuant to the rules and regulations of the SEC the Company has

filed or incorporated by reference certain
agreements as exhibits to

this Annual Report on Form 10-K These agreements may contain

representations and warranties by the parties These representations and

warranties have been made solely for the benefit of the other
party or

parties
to such agreements and may have been qualified by disclosures

made to such other party or parties iiwere made only as of the date

of such agreements or such other dates as may be specified in such

agreements and are subject to more recent developments which may

not be fully reflected in the Companys public disclosure iii may

reflect the allocation of risk among the parties to such agreements

and iv may apply materiality standards different from what may be

viewed as material to investors Accordingly these representations and

warranties may not describe the Companys actual state of affairs at

the date hereof and should not be relied upon

The following exhibits either are filed with this report or have

previously been filed with the SEC and are incorporated herein by

reference to those prior filings Exhibits are available
upon request at the

investor relations section of our website located at www.assurant.com
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders ofAssurant Inc

In our opinion the consolidated financial statements listed in the index

appearing under Item 15a present fairly
in all material respects the

financial
position ofAssurant Inc and its subsidiaries the Company

at December 31 2010 and 2009 and the results of its operations

and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended

December 31 2010 in conformity with accounting principles generally

accepted in the United States of America In addition in our opinion

the financial statement schedules listed in the index
appearing under

Item 15 a2 present fairly in all material respects the information set

forth therein when read in conjunction with the related consolidated

financial statements Also in our opinion the Company maintained in

all material
respects effective internal control over financial reporting

as of December 31 2010 based on criteria established in Internal

Co ntrolIntegrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring

Organizations of the Treadway Commission COSO The Companys

management is responsible for these financial statements and financial

statement schedules for maintaining effective internal control over

financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal

control over financial
reporting included in Managements Annual

Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting appearing under

Item 9A Our responsibility is to
express opinions on these financial

statements on the financial statement schedules and on the Companys
internal control over financial

reporting based on our integrated

audits We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of

the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board United States

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free

of material misstatement and whether effective internal control over

financial reporting was maintained in all material respects Our audits

of the financial statements included examining on test basis evidence

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements

assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates

made by management and evaluating the overall financial Statement

presentation Our audit of internal control over financial reporting

included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial

reporting assessing the risk that material weakness exists and testing

and evaluating the design and
operating effectiveness of internal control

based on the assessed risk Our audits also included performing such

other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances We
believe that our audits provide reasonable basis for our opinions

As discussed in Note to the consolidated financial statements the

Company changed the manner in which it accounts for other-than

temporary impairment of debt securities on April 2009 and its method

of accounting related to fair value measurements on January 2008

companys internal control over financial
reporting is process designed

to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial

reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external

purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles

companys internal control over financial
reporting includes those

policies and procedures that pertain to the maintenance of records

that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect the transactions

and dispositions of the assets of the company ii provide reasonable

assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation

of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles and that receipts and expenditures of the company are

being made only in accordance with authorizations of management
and directors of the company and iii provide reasonable assurance

regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition

use or disposition of the companys assets that could have material

effect on the financial statements

Because of its inherent limitations internal control over financial

reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements Also projections

of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to

the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes

in conditions or that the degree of compliance with the policies or

procedures may deteriorate

New York New York

February 23 2011

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K F-i
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Consolidated Stiteinents of Operations
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Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders Equity
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

In thousands
except

number of shares and per share amounts

Nature of Operations

Assurant Inc Assurant or the Company is Delaware corporation Through its operating subsidiaries the Company provides debt protection

whose common stock trades on the New York Stock Exchange NYSE administration credit-related insurance warranties and service contracts

under the symbol AIZ Assurant is holding company whose subsidiaries pre-funded funeral insurance lender-placed homeowners insurance

provide specialized insurance products and related services in North manufactured housing homeowners insurance individual health and

America and select worldwide markets small employer group
health insurance group dental insurance group

disability insurance and group life insurance

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of Presentation

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance

with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States

of America GAAP Amounts are presented in United States of

America U.S dollars and all amounts are in thousands except for

number of shares per
share amounts and number of securities in an

unrealized loss
position

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the

Company and all of its wholly owned subsidiaries All
significant inter

company transactions and balances are eliminated in consolidation

Use oi Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP

requires management to make estimates and
assumptions

that affect the

reported amounts of assets and liabilities The items on the Companys

balance sheets affected by the use of estimates include but are not

limited to investments premiums and accounts receivable reinsurance

recoverables deferred acquisition costs DAC deferred income

taxes and associated valuation allowances goodwill valuation of

business acquired VOBA future policy benefits and
expenses

unearned premiums claims and benefits payable deferred
gain on

disposal of businesses pension and post-retirement liabilities and

commitments and contingencies The estimates are sensitive to market

conditions investment yields mortality morbidity commissions and

other acquisition expenses policyholder behavior and other factors

Actual results could differ from the estimates recorded The Company

believes the amounts reported are reasonable and adequate

Earnings Per Share

Basic earnings per share is computed by dividing net income by the

weighted average number of common shares outstanding for the

period Diluted earnings per share reflects the potential dilution that

could occur if securities or other contracts that can be converted into

common stock were exercised as of the end of the period Restricted

stock and restricted stock units which have non-forfeitable rights to

dividends or dividend equivalents are included in calculating basic and

diluted earnings per share under the two-class method

Comprehensive Income Loss

Comprehensive income loss is comprised of net income net unrealized

gains and losses on foreign currency translation net unrealized gains and

losses on securities classified as available for sale net unrealized
gains

and losses on other-than-temporarily impaired securities and expenses

for pension and post-retirement plans less deferred income taxes

Reclassifications

Certain prior period amounts have been reclassified to conform to

the 2010 presentation

Foreign Currency Translation

For foreign affiliates where the local
currency is the functional

currency

unrealized foreign currency translation gains and losses net of deferred

income taxes have been reflected in accumulated other comprehensive

income loss AOCI Other than for one of our wholly owned

Canadian subsidiaries deferred taxes have not been provided for

unrealized currency translation gains and losses since the Company

intends to indefinitely reinvest the
earnings

in these other jurisdictions

Transaction gains and losses on assets and liabilities denominated

in foreign currencies are recorded in underwriting general and

administration
expenses in the consolidated statements of operations

during the period in which they occur

ASS URANT INC 2010 Form 10-K F-7



Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Fair Value

The Company uses an exit price for its fair value measurements An

exit price is defined as the amount received to sell an asset or paid to

transfer liability in an orderly transaction between market participants

at the measurement date In measuring fair value the Company gives

the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for

identical assets or liabilities and the lowest priority to unobservable

inputs See Note for further information

Investments

Fixed maturity and equity securities are classified as available-for-sale

as defined in the investments guidance and reported at fair value

If the fair value is higher than the amortized cost for fixed maturity

securities or the purchase cost for equity securities the excess is an

unrealized
gain and if lower than cost the difference is an unrealized

loss Net unrealized gains and losses less deferred income taxes are

included in AOCI

Commercial mortgage
loans on real estate are reported at unpaid

balances adjusted
for amortization of premium or discount less

allowance for losses The allowance is based on managements analysis

of factors including actual loan loss experience specific events based on

geographical political or economic conditions industry experience

loan groupings
that have probable and estimable losses and individually

impaired loan loss analysis loan is considered individually impaired

when it becomes probable the Company will be unable to collect

all amounts due including principal
and interest according to the

contractual terms of the loan agreement Indicative factors of impairment

include but are not limited to whether the loan is current the value

of the collateral and the financial position of the borrower If loan is

individually impaired the Company uses one of the following valuation

methods based on the individual loans facts and circumstances to

measure the impairment amount the present
value of expected

future cash flows the loans observable market
price or the fair

value of collateral Changes in the allowance for loan losses are recorded

in net realized losses on investments excluding other- than-temporary

impairment losses

The Company places loans on non-accrual status after 90 days of

delinquent payments unless the loans are both well secured and in

the
process

of collection loan may be placed on non-accrual status

before this time if information is available that suggests
its impairment

is probable

Policy loans are reported at unpaid principal balances which do not

exceed the cash surrender value of the underlying policies

Short-term investments include money market funds and short maturity

investments These amounts are reported at cost which approximates

fair value

The Company engages in collateralized transactions in which fixed

maturity securities especially
bonds issued by the U.S government

government agencies and authorities and U.S corporations are loaned

to selected broker/dealers The collateral held under these securities

lending transactions is reported at fair value and the obligation is reported

at the amount of the collateral received The difference between the

collateral held and obligations under securities lending is recorded as

an unrealized loss and is included as part of AOCI

The Company also
engages

in collateralized transactions in which bonds

issued by the U.S
government government agencies

and authorities are

purchased under agreements to resell reverse repurchase agreements

The Company enters into these reverse repurchase agreements in order

to initiate short positions in its investment portfolio Collateral pledged

in these securities lending transactions is reported at the amount pledged

plus accrued interest The obligations to return the securities that we

no longer hold are financial liabilities reported at fair value with the

changes in value reported as realized gains or losses

Other investments consist primarily of investments in joint ventures

partnerships invested assets associated with modified coinsurance

arrangement
invested assets associated with the Assutant Investment

Plan AlP the American Security Insurance Company Investment

Plan ASIC and the A.ssurant Deferred Compensation Plan ADC
The joint ventures and partnerships are valued according to the equity

method oi accounting The invested assets related to the modified

coinsurance arrangement
the AIP ASIC and ADC are classified as

trading securities as defined in the investment guidance

The Company monitors its investment portfolio to identify investments

that may be other-than-temporarily impaired In addition securities

aggregated by issuer whose market price is equal to 80% or less of their

original purchase price or which had discrete credit event resulting

in the debtor defaulting or seeking bankruptcy protection are added

to potential write-down list which is discussed at quarterly meetings

attended by members of the Companys investment accounting and

finance departments See Note for further information

Realized gains
and losses on sales of investments are recognized on the

specific identification basis

Investment income is recorded as earned net of investment expenses

The Company uses the interest method to recognize interest income

on its commercial mortgage
loans

The Company anticipates prepayments
of principal in the calculation

of the effective yield for mortgage-backed securities and structured

securities The retrospective
method is used to adjust the effective yield

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The Company considers cash on hand all operating cash and working

capital cash to be cash equivalents These amounts are carried at cost

which approximates
fair value Cash balances are reviewed at the end

of each reporting period to determine if negative cash balances exist

If negative cash balances do exist the cash accounts are netted with

other positive cash accounts of the same bank provided the right of

offset exists between the accounts If the right
of offset does not exist

the negative
cash balances are reclassified to accounts payable

Uncollectible Receivable Balance

The Company maintains allowances for doubtful accounts for probable

losses resulting from the inability to collect
payments

Reinsurance

Reinsurance recoverables include amounts related to paid benefits and

estimated amounts related to unpaid policy and contract claims future

policyholder benefits and policyholder contract deposits The cost of

F-8 ASSURANT INC 2010 Form 10-K



Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

reinsurance is recognized over the terms of the underlying reinsured

policies using assumptions consistent with those used to account for

the policies Amounts recoverable from reinsurers are estimated in

manner consistent with claim and claim adjustment expense reserves

or future policy benefits reserves and are reported in the consolidated

balance sheets The cost of reinsurance related to long-duration contracts

is recognized over the life of the underlying reinsured policies The

ceding of insurance does not discharge the Companys primary liability

to insureds thus credit exposure exists to the extent that
any reinsurer

is unable to meet the obligation assumed in the reinsurance
agreements

To mitigate this exposure to reinsurance insolvencies the Company
evaluates the financial condition of its reinsurers and holds substantial

collateral in the form of funds withheld trusts and letters of credit as

security under the reinsurance agreements An allowance for doubtful

accounts is recorded on the basis of periodic evaluations of balances due

from reinsurers net of collateral reinsurer solvency managements

experience and current economic conditions

Funds withheld under reinsurance
represent amounts contractually held

from
assuming companies in accordance with reinsurance

agreements

Reinsurance premiums assumed are calculated based
upon payments

received from ceding companies together with accrual estimates which

are based on both payments received and in force policy information

received from ceding companies Any subsequent differences arising on

such estimates are recorded in the period in which they are determined

Income Taxes

Current federal income taxes are recognized based upon amounts

estimated to be payable or recoverable as result of taxable operations

for the current year Deferred income taxes are recorded for temporary

differences between the financial
reporting

basis and income tax basis

of assets and liabilities based on enacted tax laws and statutory tax

rates applicable to the periods in which the Company expects the

temporary differences to reverse valuation allowance is established

for deferred tax assets when it is more likely than not that an amount

will not be realized

The Company classifies net interest expense related to tax matters

and
any applicable penalties as component of income tax expense

Deferred Acquisition Costs

The costs of acquiring new business that vary with and are primarily

related to the production of new business are deferred to the extent

that such costs are deemed recoverable from ftiture premiums or gross

profits Acquisition costs primarily consist of commissions policy

issuance expenses premium taxes and certain direct marketing expenses

Premium deficiency testing is performed annually and generally reviewed

quarterly Such testing involves the use of best estimate assumptions

including the anticipation of investment income to determine if

anticipated future policy premiums are adequate to recover all DAC
and related claims benefits and expenses To the extent premium

deficiency exists it is recognized immediately by charge to the

consolidated statement of operations and
corresponding reduction

in DAC If the
premium deficiency is greater than unamortized DAC

liability will be accrued for the excess deficiency

Long Duration Contracts

Acquisition costs for pre-funded funeral preneed life insurance

policies issued prior to 2009 and certain life insurance policies no

longer offered are deferred and amortized in proportion to anticipated

premiums over the
premium-paying period These acquisition costs

consist primarily of first year commissions paid to agents
and sales

and policy issue costs

Acquisition costs relating to group
worksite insurance products consist

primarily of first
year commissions to brokers and one time policy

transfer fees and costs of issuing new certificates These acquisition

costs are front-end loaded thus they are deferred and amortized over

the estimated terms of the underlying contracts

For preneed investment-type annuities preneed life insurance policies

with discretionary death benefit growth issued after 2008 universal life

insurance policies and investment-type annuities no longer offered

DAC is amortized in proportion to the present value of estimated
gross

profits from investment mortality expense margins and surrender

charges over the estimated life of the policy or contract The assumptions

used for the estimates are consistent with those used in computing the

policy or contract liabilities

Acquisition costs relating to the individual voluntary limited benefit

health policies issued in 2007 and later are deferred and amortized

over the estimated
average terms of the underlying contracts These

acquisition costs relate to commission
expenses

which result from

commission schedules that pay significantly higher rates in the first
year

Short Duration Contracts

Acquisition costs relating to property contracts warranty and extended

service contracts and single premium credit insurance contracts are

amortized over the term of the contracts in relation to premiums earned

Acquisition costs relating to monthly pay
credit insurance business consist

mainly of direct marketing costs and are deferred and amortized over

the estimated
average terms and balances of the underlying contracts

Acquisition costs relating to group term life group disability and

group dental consist primarily of compensation to sales
representatives

These acquisition costs are front-end loaded thus they are deferred

and amortized over the estimated terms of the underlying contracts

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are reported at cost less accumulated

depreciation Depreciation is calculated on straight-line basis over

estimated useful lives with maximumof 39.5 years for buildings

maximumof years for furniture and maximumof
years for

equipment Expenditures for maintenance and
repairs are charged to

income as incurred Expenditures for
improvements are capitalized and

depreciated over the
remaining useful life of the asset

Property and equipment also includes capitalized software costs which

represent costs directly related to obtaining developing or upgrading

internal use software Such costs are capitalized and amortized using

the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives Property and

equipment are assessed for
impairment when impairment indicators exist
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Goodwill

Goodwill represents the excess of acquisition costs over the net fair

value of identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed in business

combination Goodwill is deemed to have an indefinite life and is not

amortized but rather is tested at least annually for impairment
We

review our goodwill annually in the fourth quarter for impairment

or more frequently
if indicators of impairment exist We regularly

assess whether any indicators of impairment exist Such indicators

include but are not limited to sustained significant decline in our

market capitalization or significant decline in our expected future

cash flows due to changes in company-specific factors or the broader

business climate The evaluation of such factors requires considerable

management judgment

When required we test goodwill for impairment at the reporting unit

level Following the guidance on goodwill we have concluded that

our reporting units for goodwill testing are equivalent to our reported

operating segments excluding the Corporate and Other segment

For each reporting unit we first
compare

estimated fair value with net

book value Step If the estimated fair value exceeds its net book

value goodwill is deemed not to be impaired and no further testing

is

necessary
If the net book value exceeds its estimated fair value we

perform second test to measure the amount of impairment if any To

determine the amount of
any impairment we determine the implied

fair value of goodwill in the same manner as if the reporting unit were

being acquired in business combination Step Specifically we

determine the fair value of all of the assets and liabilities of the reporting

unit including any unrecognized intangible assets in hypothetical

calculation that yields the implied fair value of goodwill
If the implied

fair value of goodwill is less than the recorded goodwill we record an

impairment charge for the difference

In the fourth quarters of 2010 and 2009 we conducted our annual

assessments of goodwill Based on the results of the 2010 assessment

the Company concluded that the net book values of the Assurant

Employee
Benefits and Assurant Health reporting units exceeded

their estimated fair values and therefore performed Step test Based

on the results of the Step test the Company recorded impairment

charges of$102078 and $204303 related to the Assurant Employee

Benefits and Assurant Health reporting units respectively in 2010

During 2009 the Company concluded that the net book value of the

Assurant Employee
Benefits reporting unit exceeded its estimated fair

value and recorded an $83000 impairment charge after performing

Step test For both 2010 and 2009 those
reporting

units where

Step test was not performed the estimated fair value of the reporting

units exceeded their respective net book values and therefore goodwill

was not impaired

Value of Businesses Acquired

VOBA is the identifiable intangible asset representing
the value of the

insurance businesses acquired The amount is determined using best

estimates for mortality lapse maintenance expenses
and investment

returns at date of purchase The amount determined represents the

purchase price paid to the seller for producing
the business Similar

to the amortization of DAC the amortization of VOBA is over the

premium payment period for traditional life insurance policies and

small block of limited payment policies For the remaining
limited

payment policies preneed life insurance policies all universal life

policies
and annuities the amortization of VOBA is over the expected

lifetime of the policies

F-b ASSURANT INC 2010 Form 10-K

VOBA is tested for recoverability annually If it is determined that

future policy premiums and investment income or gross profits are

not adequate to cover related losses or loss expenses then an expense

is reported in current earnings
Based on 2010 and 2009 testing

future

policy premiums and investment income or gross profits were deemed

adequate to cover related losses or loss expenses

Other Assets

Other assets primarily include prepaid items and other intangible

assets Other intangible assets that have finite lives including but not

limited to customer contracts customer relationships and marketing

relationships are amortized over their estimated useful lives Other

intangible assets deemed to have indefinite useful lives primarily

certain state licenses are not amortized and are subject to at least

annual impairment tests Impairment exists if the carrying amount

of the indefinite-lived other intangible asset exceeds its fair value For

other intangible assets with finite lives impairment is recognized if

the carrying amount is not recoverable and exceeds the fair value of

the other intangible asset Generally other intangible assets with finite

lives are only tested for impairment if there are indicators triggers

of impairment identified Triggers include but are not limited to

significant adverse change in the extent manner or length of time in

which the other intangible asset is being used or significant adverse

change in legal
factors or in the business climate that could affect the

value of the other intangible asset In certain cases the Company

does perform an annual impairment test for other intangible assets

with finite lives even if there are no triggers present
The Company

recorded an impairment charge of $47612 related to finite-lived other

intangible assets in 2010 There were no impairment charges related to

finite-lived other intangible assets in 2009 For both 2010 and 2009

there were no impairment charges for indefinite-lived other intangible

assets Amortization expense is included in underwriting general and

administrative expenses
in the consolidated statements of

operations

Separate Accounts

Assets and liabilities associated with
separate accounts relate to premium

and annuity considerations for variable life and annuity products

for which the contract-holder rather than the Company bears the

investment risk Separate account assets with matching liabilities are

reported at fair value Revenues and expenses related to the
separate

account assets and liabilities to the extent of benefits paid or provided

to the separate account policyholders are excluded from the amounts

reported in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations

because the accounts are administered by reinsurers

Reserves

Reserves are established in accordance with GAAP using generally

accepted actuarial methods Factors tised in their calculation include

experience
derived from historical claim payments

and actuarial

assumptions
Such assumptions and other factors include trends the

incidence of incurred claims the extent to which all claims have been

reported and internal claims processing charges The process used in

computing reserves cannot be exact particularly for liability coverages

since actual claim costs are dependent upon such complex factors as

inflation changes in doctrines of
legal

liabilities and damage awards

The methods of making such estimates and establishing the related

liabilities are periodically
reviewed and updated



Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Reserves do not represent an exact calculation of exposure but instead

represent our best estimates of what we expect the ultimate settlement

and administration of claim or group
of claims will cost based on facts

and circumstances known at the time of calculation The adequacy of

reserves will be impacted by future trends in claims severity frequency

judicial
theories of

liability
and other factors These variables are affected

by both external and internal events including but not limited to

changes in the economic cycle changes in the social perception of the

value of work emerging medical perceptions regarding physiological

or psychological causes of disability emerging health issues and new

methods of treatment or accommodation inflation judicial trends

legislative changes and claims handling procedures

Many of these items are not directly quantifiable Reserve estimates

are refined as experience develops Adjustments to reserves both

positive and negative are reflected in the consolidated statement of

operations in the period in which such estimates are updated Because

establishment of reserves is an inherently uncertain process involving

estimates of future losses there can be no certainty that ultimate losses

will not exceed existing claims reserves Future loss development could

require reserves to be increased which could have material adverse

effect on our earnings in the periods in which such increases are made

However based on information currently available we believe our

reserve estimates are adequate

Long Duration Contracts

The Companys long duration contracts include preneed life insurance

policies and annuity contracts traditional life insurance
policies no longer

offered universal life and annuities no longer offered policies disposed

of via reinsurance Fortis Financial Group FFG and Long Term

Care LTC contracts group
worksite and certain medical policies

Future policy benefits and expense reserves for LTC certain life and

annuity insurance policies no longer offered majority of individual

medical policies issued prior to 2003 certain medical contracts issued

from 2003 through 2006 individual voluntary limited benefit health

policies issued in 2007 and later and the traditional life insurance

contracts within FFG are equal to the present value of future benefits

to policyholders plus related
expenses less the present value of the future

net premiums These amounts are estimated based on assumptions

as to the expected investment yield inflation mortality morbidity

and withdrawal rates as well as other assumptions that are based on the

Companys experience These assumptions reflect anticipated trends

and include provisions for possible unfavorable deviations

Future policy benefits and expense reserves for preneed investment-

type annuities preneed life insurance policies with discretionary death

benefit growth issued after 2008 universal life insurance policies and

investment-type annuity contracts no longer offered and the variable

life insurance and investment-type annuity contracts in FFG consist of

policy account balances before applicable surrender charges and certain

deferred policy initiation fees that are being recognized in income over

the terms of the policies Policy benefits charged to expense during

the period include amounts paid in excess of policy account balances

and interest credited to policy account balances An unearned revenue

reserve is also recorded for those preneed life insurance contracts

which
represents

the balance of the excess of gross premiums over net

premiums that is still recognized in future years income in constant

relationship to estimated gross profits

Future policy benefits and expense reserves for preneed life insurance

contracts issued prior to 2009 are reported at the present value of

future benefits to policyholders and related expenses less the
present

value of future net premiums Reserve assumptions are selected using

best estimates for expected investment yield inflation mortality and

withdrawal rates These assumptions reflect current trends are based

on Company experience and include provision for possible unfavorable

deviation An unearned revenue reserve is also recorded for these

contracts which
represents

the balance of the excess of gross premiums

over net premiums that is still to be recognized in future years income

in constant relationship to insurance in force

Reserves for worksite
group disability policies which typically have high

front-end costs and are expected to remain in force for an extended

period of time include case reserves and incurred but not reported

IBNR reserves which equal the net present value of the expected

future claims
payments

Worksite
group long term disability reserves

are discounted to the valuation date at the valuation interest rate The

valuation interest rate is reviewed quarterly by taking into consideration

actual and expected earned rates on our asset portfolio

Changes in the estimated liabilities are reported as charge or credit

to policyholder benefits as the estimates are revised

Short Duration Contracts

The Companys short duration contracts include group term life

contracts group disability contracts medical contracts dental contracts

property
and

warranty contracts credit life and disability contracts and

extended service contracts For short duration contracts claims and

benefits payable reserves are recorded when insured events occur The

liability
is based on the expected ultimate cost of

settling
the claims The

claims and benefits payable reserves include case reserves for known

but unpaid claims as of the balance sheet date IBNR reserves for

claims where the insured event has occurred but has not been reported

to the Company as of the balance sheet date and loss adjustment

expense reserves for the expected handling costs of settling the claims

For
group disability the case reserves and the IBNR reserves are

recorded at an amount equal to the net present value of the expected

future claims
payments Group long-term disability and

group
term

life waiver of premiums reserves are discounted to the valuation date

at the valuation interest rate The valuation interest rate is reviewed

quarterly by taking into consideration actual and expected earned rates

on our asset portfolio Group long term disability and group term life

reserve adequacy studies are performed annually and morbidity and

mortality assumptions are adjusted where appropriate

The Company has exposure to asbestos environmental and other general

liability
claims arising from its participation in various reinsurance pools

from 1971 through 1985 This
exposure arose from short duration

contract that the company discontinued
writing many years ago The

Company carries case reserves for these liabilities as recommended by

the various pool managers and IBNR reserves Any estimation of these

liabilities is subject to greater
than normal variation and uncertainty

due to the general lack of sufficient detailed data reporting delays and

absence of generally accepted actuarial methodology for determining

the
exposures

There are significant unresolved industry legal issues

including such items as whether coverage exists and what constitutes

an occurrence In addition the determination of ultimate damages

and the final allocation of losses to financially responsible parties are

highly uncertain

Changes in the estimated liabilities are recorded as charge or credit to

policyholder benefits as estimates are revised Amounts reimbursed by

the National Flood Insurance Program for processing and adjudication

services are reported as reduction of policyholder benefits

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K F-il
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Deferred Gain on Disposal of Businesses

The Company recorded deferred gain on disposal of businesses utilizing

reinsurance On March 2000 the Company sold its LTC business

using coinsurance contract On April 2001 the Company sold its

FFG business using modified coinsurance contract Since the form of

sale did not discharge the Companys primary liability to the insureds

the gain on these disposals was deferred and reported as liability

The
liability

is decreased and recognized as revenue over the estimated

life of the contracts terms The Company reviews and evaluates the

estimates affecting the deferred gain on disposal of businesses annually

or when significant information affecting the estimates becomes known

to the Company and adjusts the revenue recognized accordingly In

the fourth quarter of2OlO the Company re-established $8158 of the

FFG deferred gain based on its annual review

Debt

The Company reports debt net of unamortized discount or premium

Interest
expense

related to debt is expensed as incurred

The Company reports mandatorily redeemable preferred stock equal

to its redemption value

Premiums

Long Duration Contracts

Currently the Companys long duration contracts which are actively

being sold are preneed life insurance and certain
group

worksite insurance

policies The preneed life insurance policies include provisions for death

benefit growth that is either pegged to the changes in the Consumer

Price Index or determined periodically at the discretion of management

For preneed life insurance policies issued prior to 2009 revenues are

recognized when due from policyholders For preneed
life insurance

policies with discretionary death benefit growth issued after 2008

and for preneed investment-type annuity contracts revenues consist

of charges assessed against policy balances Revenues are recognized

when earned on group
worksite insurance products

For majority of individual medical contracts issued prior to 2003

limited number of individual medical contracts currently issued from

2003 through 2006 in certain jurisdictions individual voluntary

limited benefit health policies issued in 2007 and later and traditional

life insurance contracts previously sold by the preneed business no

longer offered revenue is recognized when due from policyholders

For universal life insurance and investment-type annuity contracts

previously sold by the Assurant Solutions segment no longer offered

revenues consist of charges assessed against policy balances

Premiums for LTC insurance and traditional life insurance contracts

within FFG are recognized as revenue when due from the policyholder

For universal life insurance and investment-type annuity contracts

within FFG revenues consist of charges assessed against policy balances

For the FFG and LTC businesses previously sold all revenue is ceded

Short Duration Contracts

The Companys short duration contracts are those on which the

Company recognizes revenue on pro-rata basis over the contract term

The Companys short duration contracts primarily include group term

life group disability medical dental property
and warranty credit life

and disability and extended service contracts and individual medical

contracts issued from 2003 through 2006 in most jurisdictions and

in all jurisdictions
after 2006

Reinstatement premiums for reinsurance are netted against net earned

premiums and other considerations in the consolidated statement of

operations

Total Other-Than-Temporary Impairment Losses

For debt securities with credit losses and non-credit losses or gains total

other-than-temporary impairment OTTI losses is the total of the

decline in fair value from either the most recent OTTI determination

or prior period end in which the fair value declined until the current

period end valuation date This amount does not include
any

securities

that had fair value increases For equity securities and debt securities

that the Company has the intent to sell or if it is more likely than not

that it will be required to sell for equity securities that have an OTTI

or for debt securities if there are only credit losses total other-than-

temporary impairment
losses is the total amount by which the fair

value of the security is less than its amortized cost basis at the period

end valuation date and the decline in fair value is deemed to be other-

than-temporary

Fees and Other Income

Income earned on preneed life insurance policies with discretionary

death benefit growth issued after 2008 is presented within fees and

other income

The Company also derives fees and other income from providing

administrative services These fees are recognized monthly when

services are performed

Dealer obligor service contracts are sales in which the retailer/dealer is

designated as the obligor administrative service-only plans For these

contract sales the Company recognizes
administrative fee revenue on

straight-line pro-rata
basis over the terms of the service contract

Administrator obligor service contracts are sales in which the Company

is designated as the obligor The Company recognizes
and

reports

administration fees related to these contracts as earned on the same

basis as the premium is recognized or on straight-line pro-rata basis

Administration fees related to the unexpired portion of the contract

term for both the dealer obligor and administrator obligor service

contracts are deferred and amortized over the term of the contracts

These unexpired amounts are reported in accounts payable and other

liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets

Underwriting General and Administrative

Expenses

Underwriting general and administrative expenses consist primarily

of commissions premium taxes licenses fees salaries and personnel

benefits and other general operating expenses

Leases

The Company records expenses for operating leases on straight-line

basis over the lease term
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Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Contingencies

The Company follows the guidance on contingencies which
requires

the Company to evaluate each contingent matter separately loss

contingency is recorded if
reasonably estimable and probable The

Company establishes reserves for these contingencies at the best estimate

or if no one estimated number within the
range

of possible losses is

more probable than any other the Company records an estimated

reserve at the low end of the estimated range Contingencies affecting

the Company primarily relate to
litigation

matters which are inherently

difficult to evaluate and are subject to significant changes The Company
believes the

contingent amounts recorded are adequate and reasonable

Recent Accounting PronouncementsAdopted

On January 2010 the Company adopted the new guidance on

transfers of financial assets This new guidance amends the derecognition

guidance and eliminates the exemption from consolidation for
qualifying

special-purpose entities The adoption of this new guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of operations

On January 2010 the Company adopted the new guidance on the

accounting for variable interest entity VIE This new guidance

amends the consolidation guidance applicable to VIEs to require

qualitative assessment in the determination of the
primary beneficiary

of the VIE to require an ongoing reconsideration of the primary

beneficiary to amend the events that
trigger reassessment of whether

an entity is VIE and to change the consideration of kick-out rights in

determining if an entity is VIE The adoption of this new guidance

did not have an impact on the Companys financial
position or results

of operations

On July 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance that

establishes
single source of authoritative

accounting and reporting

guidance recognized by the FASB for nongovernmental entities the

Codification The Codification does not change current GAAf but is

intended to simplify user access to all authoritative GAAP by providing

all the authoritative literature related to particular topic in one place

All
existing accounting standard documents will be superseded and

all other
accounting literature not included in the Codification will

be considered non-authoritative The adoption of the new guidance

did not have an impact on the Companys financial position or results

of operations References to accounting guidance contained in the

Companys consolidated financial statements and disclosures have been

updated to reflect terminology consistent with the Codification Plain

English references to the
accounting guidance have been made along

with references to the ASC topic number and name

On December 31 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance

on postretirement benefit plan assets This new guidance requires

companies to make additional disclosures about plan assets for defined

benefit pension and other postretirement benefit plans The additional

disclosure
requirements include how investment allocation decisions are

made the major categories of plan assets and the
inputs and valuation

techniques used to measure the fair value of plan assets The adoption of

this new guidance did not have an impact on the Companys financial

position or results of
operations See Note 22 for further information

On October 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance on

measuring the fair value of liabilities When the quoted price in an

active market for an identical
liability

is not available this new guidance

requires that either the quoted price
of the identical or similar

liability

when traded as an asset or another valuation technique that is consistent

with the fair value measurements and disclosures guidance be used to

fair value the
liability The adoption of this new guidance did not have

an impact on the Companys financial position or results of operations

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new OTTI guidance

This new guidance amends the
previous guidance for debt securities

and modifies the presentation and disclosure requirements for debt

and equity securities In addition it amends the requirement for an

entity to positively assert the intent and ability to hold debt security

to recovery to determine whether an OTTI exists and replaces this

provision with the assertion that an entity does not intend to sell or

it is not more likely than not that the entity will be required to sell

security prior to recovery of its amortized cost basis Additionally this

new guidance modifies the presentation of certain OTTI debt securities

to only present
the impairment loss within the results of operations that

represents
the credit loss associated with the OTTI with the

remaining

impairment loss being presented within other comprehensive income

loss OCI At adoption the Company recorded cumulative

effect adjustment to reclassify the non-credit
component of previously

recognized OTTI securities which resulted in an increase of $431 17

after-tax in retained
earnings and decrease of $43117 after-tax

in AOCI See Note for further information

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new guidance on

determining fair value in illiquid markets This new guidance clarifies

how to estimate fair value when the volume and level of activity for an

asset or liability
have

significantly decreased This new guidance also

clarifies how to identify circumstances indicating that transaction

is not orderly Under this new guidance significant decreases in the

volume and level of activity of an asset or liability in relation to normal

market activity requires further evaluation of transactions or quoted

prices and exercise of significant judgment in
arriving at fair values This

new guidance also requires additional interim and annual disclosures

The adoption of this new guidance did not have an impact on the

Companys financial position or results of operations

On April 2009 the Company adopted the new fair value of financial

instruments guidance This new guidance requires disclosures about the

fair value of financial instruments already required in annual financial

statements to be included within interim financial statements This

new guidance also requires disclosure of the methods and assumptions

used to estimate fair value The adoption of this new guidance did

not have an impact on the Companys financial
position or results of

operations See Note for further information

On January 2009 the Company adopted the revised business

combinations guidance The revised guidance retains the fundamental

requirements of the previous guidance in that the acquisition method

of accounting be used for all business combinations that an acquirer

be identified for each business combination and for goodwill to be

recognized and measured as residual The revised guidance expands the

definition of transactions and events that qualify as business combinations

to all transactions and other events in which one entity obtains control

over one or more other businesses The revised guidance broadens the

fair value measurement and
recognition of assets acquired liabilities

assumed and interests transferred as result of business combinations

It also increases the disclosure requirements for business combinations

in the consolidated financial statements The adoption of the revised

guidance did not have an impact on the Companys financial position

or results of operations However should the Company enter into

business combination in 2010 or beyond our financial
position or

results of operations could incur significantly different impact than
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Business Combinations

had it recorded the acquisition under the previous
business combinations

guidance Earnings volatility could result depending on the terms of

the acquisition

On January 2009 the Company adopted the new consolidations

guidance The new guidance requires
that noncontrolling interest

in subsidiary be separately reported
within equity and the amount

of consolidated net income attributable to the noncontrolling interest

be presented in the statement of operations
The new guidance also

calls for consistency in reporting changes in the parents ownership

interest in subsidiary and necessitates fair value measurement of any

noncontrolling equity investment retained in deconsolidation The

adoption of the new guidance did not have an impact on the Companys

financial position or results of operations

On January 2009 the Company applied the fair value measurements

and disclosures guidance
for all non-financial assets and liabilities

measured at fair value on non-recurring basis The application of this

guidance for those assets and liabilities did not have an impact on the

Companys financial position or results of operations The Companys

non-financial assets measured at fair value on non-recurring basis

include goodwill and intangible assets In business combination the

non-financial assets and liabilities of the acquired company would be

measured at fair value in accordance with the fair value measurements

and disclosures guidance The requirements
of this guidance include

using an exit price
based on an orderly transaction between market

participants at the measurement date assuming the highest and best

use of the asset by market participants
To perform market valuation

the Company is required to use market income or cost approach

valuation techniques The Company performs its annual impairment

analyses of goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible assets in the fourth

quarter or when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the

carrying amount of the assets may not be recoverable If Step of the

impairment test indicates that the net book value of the reporting unit

is greater than the estimated fair value then Step test is required Step

requires that the Company measure the fair value of goodwill of the

reporting unit As mentioned above the application of this guidance

which was used to measure the fair value of goodwill in Step of the

goodwill impairment test did not have an impact on the Companys

financial position or results of operations

On January 2009 the Company adopted the new earnings per

share guidance on participating securities and the two class method

The new guidance requires unvested share-based payment
awards that

have non-forfeitable rights to dividend or dividend equivalents to be

treated as participating securities Therefore the Companys restricted

stock and restricted stock units which have non-forfeitable rights to

dividends are included in calculating basic and diluted earnings per

share under the two-class method All prior period earnings per
share

data presented have been adjusted retrospectively The adoption of

the new guidance did not have material impact on the Companys

basic and diluted earnings per
share calculations for the

years
ended

December 31 2009 and 2008 See Note 24 for further information

Business Combinations

On January 2008 the Company adopted the fair value measurements

and disclosures guidance This guidance defined fair value addressed

how companies should measure fair value when they are required to

use fair value measure for recognition or disclosure purposes under

GAAP and expanded disclosures about fair value measurements This

guidance was applied prospectively for financial assets and liabilities

measured on recurring basis as of January 2008 except for certain

financial assets that were measured at fair value using transaction

price For these financial instruments which the Company has this

guidance required limited retrospective adoption and thus the difference

between the fair values using transaction price and the fair values

using an exit price of the relevant financial instruments was shown as

cumulative-effect adjustment to the January 2008 retained earnings

balance At adoption the Company recognized $4400 decrease to

other assets and corresponding decrease of $2860 after-tax to

retained earnings See Notes and for further information regarding

these financial instruments and the fair value disclosures respectively

Recent Accounting PronouncementsNot Yet

Adopted

In October 2010 the FASB issued amendments to existing guidance

on accounting for costs associated with acquiring or renewing insurance

contracts The amendments modify the definition of the types of

costs incurred by insurance entities that can be capitalized in rhe

acquisition of new and renewal contracts Under this amended guidance

acquisition costs are defined as costs that are related directly to the

successful acquisition of new or renewal insurance contracts Ihe

amendments are effective for fiscal years and interim periods within

those fiscal years beginning after December 15 2011 iherefore

the Company is required to adopt this guidance on January 2012

Prospective application as of the date of adoption is required however

retrospective application to all prior periods presented upon the date

of adoption is also permitted but not required Early adoption is

permitted but only at the beginning of an entitys annual reporting

period The Company is currently evaluating the requirements
of

the amendments and the potential impact if any on the Companys

financial position and results of operations

In September 2009 the FASB issued new guidance on multiple

deliverable revenue arrangements
This new guidance requires

entities

to use their best estimate of the selling price of deliverable within

multiple deliverable revenue arrangement if the entity and other

entities do not sell the deliverable
separate

from the other deliverables

within the arrangement In addition it requires both qualitative and

quantitative disclosures This new guidance is effective for new or

materially modified arrangements
in fiscal years beginning on or after

June 15 2010 Earlier application is permitted as of the beginning
of

fiscal year
The Company did not apply the guidance early thus it is

required to adopt this new guidance on January 2011 The adoption

of this new guidance
will not have an impact on the Companys financial

position or results of
operations

During the years
of 2009 and 2008 the Company made several

acquisitions with available cash There were three acquisitions
made in

2010 that individually and in the
aggregate are immaterial The major

transactions completed in 2009 and 2008 are

On October 2009 the Company acquired through reinsurance

agreement
block of business from Shenandoah life Insurance Company

Shenandoah The Company will assume on coinsurance basis

100% of the group life disability dental and vision insurance business
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Fair Value Disclosures

or toss is recognized in the statement of operations in fees and other

income As of December 31 2010 and 2009 the CPI CAPs included

in other assets amounted to $9825 and $12955 respectively In

2008 upon adoption of the fair value measurements and disclosure

guidance the Company used an exit price to value the CPI CAPs

Beginning in the first
quarter

of 2008 the value of the CPI CAPs was

derived using cash flow model based prices in accordance with the

fair value measurements and disclosures guidance since the market

for CPI CAPs was not active The loss gain recorded in the results of

operations totaled $3130 $6174 and $4183 for the
years

ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Collateralized Transactions

The Company engages in transactions in which fixed maturity securities

especially bonds issued by the U.S
government

and
government

agencies and authorities and U.S corporations are loaned to selected

broker/dealers Collateral greater than or equal to 102% of the fair

value of the securities lent plus accrued interest is received in the form

of cash and cash equivalents held by custodian bank for the benefit

of the Company The use of cash collateral received is unrestricted

The Company reinvests the cash collateral received generally in

investments of high credit quality that are designated as available-for-

sale The Company monitors the fair value of securities loaned and

the collateral received with additional collateral obtained as necessary

The Company is subject to the risk of loss to the extent there is loss

on the re-investment of cash collateral

As of December 31 2010 and 2009 our collateral held under

securities lending of which its use is unrestricted was $122219 and

$218129 respectively while our liability to the borrower for collateral

received was $122931 and $220279 respectively The difference

between the collateral held and obligations under securities lending

is recorded as an unrealized loss and is included as part of AOCI
All securities with unrealized losses have been in continuous ioss

position for twelve months or longer as of December 31 2010 and

December 31 2009 The Company includes the available-for-sale

investments purchased with the cash collateral in its evaluation of

other-than-temporary impairments

Fair Value Disclosures

Cash proceeds that the Company receives as collateral for the securities

it lends and subsequent repayment of the cash are regarded by the

Company as cash flows from financing activities since the cash received is

considered borrowing Since the Company reinvests the cash collateral

generally in investments that are designated as available-for-sale the

reinvestment is presented as cash flows from
investing activities

The Company began engaging in transactions during 2010 in which

securities issued by the U.S
government

and
government agencies and

authorities are purchased under
agreements to resell reverse repurchase

agreements The Company may take possession of the securities

purchased under reverse repurchase agreements Collateral greater

than or equal to 100% of the fair value of the securities purchased plus

accrued interest is pledged in the form of cash and cash equivalents or

other securities as provided for in the underlying agreement to selected

broker/dealers The use of the cash collateral pledged is unrestricted

Interest earned on the collateral
pledged is recorded as investment

income As of December 31 2010 the Company had $14370 of

receivables under securities loan
agreements

which is included in other

assets on the consolidated balance sheets

The Company enters into these reverse repurchase agreements in order

to initiate short positions in its investment portfolio The borrowed

securities are sold to third
party in the marketplace The Company

records obligations to return the securities that we no longer hold The

financial liabilities resulting from these borrowings are carried at fair

value with the changes in value reported as realized gains or losses As

of December 31 2010 the Company had $14281 of obligations to

return borrowed securities which is included in accounts payable and

other liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets

Cash payments for the collateral pledged subsequent cash adjustments

to receivables under securities loan
agreements

and
obligations to

return borrowed securities and the return of the cash collateral from

the secured parties is regarded by the Company as cash flows from

financing activities since the cash payments and receipts relate to

borrowing of securities under financing arrangements

Fair Values Inputs and Valuation Techniques
for Financial Assets and Liabilities Disclosures

The fair value measurements and disclosure guidance defines fair value

and establishes framework for measuring fair value Fair value is defined

as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer

liability
in an orderly transaction between market participants at the

measurement date In accordance with this guidance the Company

has categorized its recurring basis financial assets and liabilities into

three-level fair value hierarchy based on the priority of the inputs to

the valuation technique

The fair value hierarchy gives the highest priority to quoted prices in

active markets for identical assets or liabilities Level and the lowest

priority to unobservable
inputs Level The inputs used to measure

fair value may fall into different levels of the fair value hierarchy In

such cases the level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair

value measurement in its entirety falls has been determined based on the

lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its

entirety The Companys assessment of the significance of particular

input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requires judgment

and considers factors specific to the asset or liability

The levels of the fair value hierarchy are described below

Level
inputs utilize quoted prices unadjusted in active markets for

identical assets or liabilities that the Company has the
ability to access

Level inputs utilize other than quoted prices included in Level

that are observable for the asset either directly or indirectly for

substantially the full term of the asset Level inputs include quoted

prices for similar assets in active markets quoted prices for identical

or similar assets in markets that are not active and inputs other than

quoted prices
that are observable in the marketplace for the asset

The observable inputs are used in valuation models to calculate the

fair value for the asset

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K F-21
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Fair Value Disclosures

non-pricing service source prices certain privately placed corporate

bonds using model with observable
inputs including but not limited

to the credit rating credit spreads sector add-ons and issuer specific

add-ons non-pricing service source prices our CPI Caps using model

with inputs including but not limited to the time to expiration
the

notional amount the strike
price the forward rate implied volatility

and the discount rate

Management evaluates the following factors in order to determine

whether the market for financial asset is inactive The factors include

but are not limited to

There are few recent transactions

Little information is released publicly

The available prices vary significantly over time or among market

participants

The prices are stale i.e not current and

The magnitude of the bid-ask spread

Illiquidity
did not have material impact in the fair value determination

of the Companys financial assets

The Company generally obtains one price for each financial asset The

Company performs monthly analysis to assess if the evaluated
prices

represent
reasonable estimate of their fair value This

process
involves

quantitative and qualitative analysis and is overseen by investment and

accounting professionals Examples of procedures performed include

but are not limited to initial and
on-going

review of
pricing service

methodologies review of the prices received from the pricing service

review of pricing statistics and trends and comparison of prices for

certain securities with two different appropriate price sources for

reasonableness Following this analysis the Company generally uses the

best estimate of fair value based
upon

all available
inputs On infrequent

occasions non-pricing service source may be more familiar with the

market activity for particular security than the pricing service In

these cases the price used is taken from the non-pricing service source

The pricing service provides information to indicate which securities

were priced using market observable inputs so that the Company can

properly categorize our financial assets in the fair value hierarchy

Disclosures for Non-Financial Assets Measured

at Fair Value on Non-Recurring Basis

The Company also measures the fair value of certain assets on non

recurring basis generally on an annual basis or when events or changes

in circumstances indicate that the
carrying amount of the assets may

not be recoverable These assets include commercial
mortgage loans

goodwill and finite-lived intangible assets

The Company carries loan valuation allowance of $22092 and $6320

as of December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively on one individually

impaired commercial mortgage loan with principal balance of

$22092 for both periods Due to the continued decline in the regional

commercial real estate market the value of the loan was determined

to be zero at December 31 2010 The fair value measurement was

classified as Level unobservable inputs in the fair value hierarchy

In accordance with the goodwill guidance since the carrying amount

of the Assurant Employee Benefits and Assurant Health
reporting units

was greater
than their estimated fair values as determined in Step of

the impairment test the Company was required to measure the fair

value of goodwill of the Assurant Employee Benefits and Assurant

Health reporting units in Step of the impairment test Goodwill of

the Assurant Employee Benefits and Assurant Health reporting units

with carrying amount of $102078 and $204303 respectively were

written down to their implied fair values of $0 resulting in impairment

charges of$102078 and $204303 respectively which was included

in earnings for the period See Note 11 for further information

To estimate the fair value of the Assurant Employee Benefits and Assurant

Health reporting units the Company utilized both the income and

market valuation approaches Under the income approach the Company

determined the fair value of the reporting units considering distributable

earnings which were estimated from operating plans The resulting cash

flows were then discounted using market participant weighted average

cost of capital estimated for the reporting units After discounting the

future discrete
earnings to their

present value the Company estimated

the terminal value attributable to the
years beyond the discrete operating

plan period The discounted terminal value was then added to the

aggregate
discounted distributable

earnings
from the discrete operating

plan period to estimate the fair value of the reporting units Under the

market approach the Company derived the fair value of the reporting

units based on various financial multiples including but not limited to

price to tangible book value of equity price to estimated 2010
earnings

and price to estimated 2011 earnings which were estimated based on

publicly available data related to comparable guideline companies In

addition financial multiples were also estimated from publicly available

purchase price data for acquisitions of companies operating in the

insurance industry The estimated fair value of the reporting units was

more heavily weighted towards the income approach because in the

current economic environment the earnings capacity of business is

generally considered the most important factor in the valuation of

business enterprise This fair value determination was categorized as

Level unobservable in the fair value hierarchy

In connection with the
acquisition of the Warranty Management Group

business from GE Consumer Industrial the Company entered into

new 10-year agreement to market extended warranties and service

contracts on GE-branded major appliances in the U.S that included

warranty distribution agreements with two existing retail customers

For one of the existing retail customers we recorded customer related

intangible asset with an associated 10 year amortization period We

recorded an impairment charge of $47612 in the fourth quarter of

2010 upon receipt on November 30 2010 of notification of non
renewal of block of the acquired business effective June 2011

There was no remaining goodwill or other intangible assets measured

at fair value on non-recurring basis on which an impairment charge

was recorded as of December 31 2010

ASSURANT INC 2010 Form 10-K F-25
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13 Reserves

to year while also giving due consideration to the potential variability

of these factors

Since case and IBNR reserves include estimates developed from various

actuarial methods the Companys actual losses incurred may be more

or less than the Companys previously developed estimates As shown

in the table above if the amounts listed on the line labeled Incurred

losses related to Prior years are negative redundant this means that

the Companys actual losses incurred related to prior years for these

lines were less than the estimates previously made by the Company

If the line labeled Incurred losses related to Prior years are positive

deficient this means that the Companys actual losses incurred related

to prior years for these lines were greater than the estimates previously

made by the Company

Medical reserves established for obligations that would persist even

if contracts were cancelled such as extension of benefits have been

excluded from the incurred loss roll-forwards because they cannot be

analyzed appropriately under roll-forward approach

The Group Term Life case and IBNR reserves redundancies in all years

are due to actual mortality rates running below those assumed in

prior year reserves and actual recovery rates running higher than those

assumed in prior year reserves

Group Disability case and IBNR reserves show redundancies in

all years due to actual claim recovery rates exceeding those assumed

in prior year reserves

The redundancies in our Medical lines case and IBNR reserves were

caused by the Companys claims and other case reserves developing

more favorably than expected The Companys actual claims experience

reflected lower medical provider utilization and lower medical inflation

than assumed in the Companys prior-year pricing and reserving

processes as well as favorable litigation settlements

The Companys group disability products are short duration contracts

that include short and long term disability coverage Case reserves

and IBNR for long-term disability have been discounted at 5.25% in

2010 The December 31 2010 and 2009 liabilities net of reinsurance

include $1337576 and $1353597 respectively of such reserves

The amount of discounts deducted from outstanding reserves as of

December 31 2010 and 2009 are $469442 and $473509 respectively

In 2010 2009 and 2008 the Companys Property and Warranty case

and IBNR reserves reflected redundancies from the Companys lender-

placed homeowners business due to lower than anticipated loss ratios

The current year redundancy increased due to favorable development

on long tail product and Credit product as well as various other

short tail product lines subrogation recovery net of reinsurance of

$9000 associated with the 2007 California wildflres contributed to

the redundancy in 2009 For the longer-tail Property and Warranty

coverages e.g asbestos environmental and other general liability for

all other years presented there were no material changes in estimated

amounts for incurred claims in prior years Property and Warranty case

and IBNR reserves were at their highest level at December 31 2008 due

to outstanding 2008 hurricane claims most of which were paid in 2009

Long Duration Contracts

The Companys long duration contracts are primarily comprised of

preneed life insurance and annuity policies life insurance policies no

longer offered universal life and annuities no longer offered FFG and

LTC disposed businesses and medical policies The principal products

and services included in these categories are described in the summary

of significant accounting policies See Note for further information

The Companys Solutions
segment manages preneed insurance products

through two separate
divisions the independent division and the

American Memorial Life Insurance Company AMLIC division

The Company signed an agreement
with Forethought Life Insurance

Company on November 2005 whereby the Company discontinued

writing new preneed insurance policies in the U.S via independent

funeral homes The reserve assumptions for future policy benefits

and expenses
for pre-funded funeral life and annuity contracts and

traditional life insurance no longer offered by the preneed business

differ by division and are established based upon the following

PreNeed BusinessIndependent Division

Interest and discount rates for preneed life insurance issued prior

to 2009 vary by year
of issuance and product are based on pricing

assumptions and modified to allow for provisions for adverse deviation

For preneed life insurance with discretionary death benefit growth

issued after 2008 interest and discount rates are based upon current

assumptions without provisions for adverse deviation During 2010

and 2009 interest and discount rates ranged between 4.5% and 7.3%

Interest and discount rates for traditional life insurance no longer

offered vary by year
of issuance and products and were 7.5% grading

to 5.3% over 20 years in 2010 and 2009 with the exception of block

of pre-1980 business which had level 8.8% discount rate in 2010

and 2009

Mortality assumptions for business issued prior to 2009 are based
upon

pricing assumptions
and modified to allow for provisions for adverse

deviation For business issued after 2008 mortality assumptions are

based upon pricing assumptions without provisions for adverse deviation

Surrender rates vary by product and are based upon pricing assumptions

Future assumed policy benefit increases on preneed life insurance issued

prior to 2009 ranged from 1.0% to 7.0% in 2010 and 2009 Some

policies have future policy benefit increases which are guaranteed or

tied to equal some measure of inflation The inflation assumption for

most of these inflation-linked benefits was 3.0% in both 2010 and

2009 with the exception of most policies issued in 2005 through 2007

where the assumption was 2.3% Future policy benefit increases for

business issued in 2010 are based on current assumptions

The reserves for annuities issued by the independent division are based

on assumed interest rates credited on deferred annuities which
vary

by year of issue and ranged from 1.5% to 5.5% in 2010 and 2009

Withdrawal charges if any generally range from 7.0% to 0.0% and

grade to zero over period of seven years for business issued in the

U.S Canadian annuity products have surrender charge that varies

by product series and premium paying period

PreNeed BusinessAMLIC Division

Interest and discount rates for preneed life insurance issued or acquired

after September 2000 and prior to 2009 vary by year of issuance and

are based on pricing assumptions and modified to allow for
provisions

for adverse deviation For preneed life insurance with discretionary

death benefit growth issued after 2008 interest and discount rates are

based on product nonforfeiture rates and current assumptions without

provisions
for adverse deviation Discount rates for 2010 and 2009

ASSURANT INC -2010 Form 10-K F-35
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14 Reinsurance

Loss Protection and Capital Management

As
part

of the Companys overall risk and capacity management strategy

the Company purchases reinsurance for certain risks underwritten by

the Companys various segments including significant individual or

catastrophic claims

For those product lines where there is exposure to losses from catastrophe

events the Company closely monitors and manages its aggregate
risk

exposure by geographic area The Company has entered into reinsurance

treaties to manage exposure to these types
of events

On May 2009 the Company announced the establishment of

multi-year catastrophe bond
program to provide reinsurance protection

for losses resulting from hurricanes As part of the program certain

of the Companys subsidiaries the Subsidiaries entered into two

reinsurance agreements
with Ibis Re Ltd an independent special

purpose reinsurance company domiciled in the Cayman Islands Ibis

Re The Ibis Re agreements provide up to $150000 of reinsurance

coverage for protection against losses over three-year period from

individual hurricane events in Hawaii and along the Gulf and Eastern

Coasts of the United States The
agreements expire in May 2012 Ibis

Re financed the property catastrophe reinsurance coverage by issuing

catastrophe bonds in an aggregate amount of $150000 to unrelated

investors the Series 2009-1 Notes

On April 27 2010 the Subsidiaries entered into two additional

reinsurance agreements
with Ibis Re providing up to $150000 of

reinsurance coverage for protection against losses over three-year

period from individual hurricane events in Hawaii and along the

Gulf and Eastern Coasts of the United States The agreements expire

in May 2013 Ibis Re financed the
property catastrophe reinsurance

coverage by issuing catastrophe bonds in an aggregate amount of

$1 50000 to unrelated investors the Series 2010-1 Notes

The $300000 of fully collateralized hurricane coverage purchased

from Ibis Re provides per
occurrence first event coverage as part

of the

Companys catastrophe program
This $300000 of coverage represents

approximately 26.5% of the $1130000 of first event coverage net of

reimbursements of the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund purchased

by the Company in excess of the Companys $155000 retention The

coverage
is expected to provide protection

for storm that
generates

in

excess of approximately $450000 of losses net of
any

reimbursements

from the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund

Under the terms of these reinsurance agreements
the Subsidiaries

are obligated to pay annual reinsurance premiums to Ibis Re for the

reinsurance coverage
The reinsurance agreements with Ibis Re utilize

dual trigger that is based upon an index that is created by applying

predetermined percentages to insured industry losses in each state in the

covered area as reported by an independent party
and the Subsidiaries

covered losses incurred Reinsurance contracts that have separate

pre-identified
variable e.g loss-based index are accounted for as

reinsurance if certain conditions are met In the case of the reinsurance

agreements with Ibis Re these conditions were met thus the Company

accounted for them as reinsurance in accordance with the guidance

for reinsurance contracts

Amounts payable to the Subsidiaries under the reinsurance agreements

will be determined by the index-based losses which are designed to

approximate
the Subsidiaries actual losses from any

covered event

The amount of actual losses and index losses from any covered event

may differ For each covered event Ibis Re
pays

the Subsidiaries the

lesser of the covered index-based losses or the Subsidiaries actual losses

The principal amount of the catastrophe bonds will be reduced by any

amounts paid to the Subsidiaries under the reinsurance agreements

The Subsidiaries have not incurred
any

losses subject to the reinsurance

agreements
since their inception

As with
any

reinsurance agreement
there is credit risk associated with

collecting amounts due from reinsurers In connection with the issuance

of the Series 2009-1 Notes Ibis Re set up two reinsurance trusts to

hold certain investments to secure payments to the Subsidiaries under

the reinsurance agreements
and the

repayment
of principal to the

bondholders as applicable and entered into two related total return

swap agreements each swap with Goldman Sachs International

the Swap Counterparty The Swaps may be terminated as result

of certain events including but not limited to payment
default by

the Swap Counterparty the insolvency of the Swap Counterparty

certain changes in law with regard to the Swap Counterparty or certain

merger
transactions involving the Swap Counterparty each Swap

Counterparty Event In the event of such termination the Company

may elect either to replace the Swap Counterparty and enter into an

interim swap agreement the Interim Swap Agreement acting as

an interim
swap counterparty opposite Ibis Re or to appoint another

swap counterparty to replace the Swap Counterparty Following

termination of Swap as the result of Swap Counterparty Event

if either the Company or designated
affiliate does not upon two

business days notice indicate its intention to enter into the Interim

Swap Agreement
with Ibis Re or appoint another swap counterparty

to replace the Swap Counterparty then the related class of Cat Bond

will be subject to early redemption on the next following quarterly

payment
date for such Cat Bond

With regard to the Series 2010-1 Notes the credit risk is mitigated

by two reinsurance trust accounts Each reinsurance trust account has

been funded by Ibis Re with money market funds that invest solely in

direct government obligations backed by the U.S government with

maturities of no more than 13 months The money market funds must

have principal stability rating of at least AAA by Standard Poors

At the time the
agreements were entered into with Ibis Re the Company

evaluated the applicability of the accounting guidance that addresses

variable interest entities VIEs Entities which do not have sufficient

equity at risk to allow the entity to finance its activities without

additional financial
support or in which the equity investors as

group do not have the characteristic of controlling financial interest

are referred to as VIEs VIE is consolidated by the variable interest

holder that is determined to have the controlling financial interest

primary beneficiary as result of having both the
power to direct the

activities of VIE that most significantly impact the VIEs economic

performance and the obligation to absorb losses or right to receive

benefits from the VIE that could potentially be significant to the

VIE The Company determines whether it is the primary beneficiary

of an entity subject to consolidation based on qualitative assessment

of the VIEs capital structure contractual terms nature of the VIEs

operations and purpose and the Companys relative
exposure to the

related risks of the VIE on the date it becomes initially
involved in

the VIE The Company reassesses its VIE determination with
respect

to an entity on an ongoing basis

As result of the evaluation of the reinsurance agreements with Ibis Re

the Company concluded that Ibis Re is VIE However while Ibis Re

is VIE the Company concluded that it does not have significant

variable interest in Ibis Re as the variability in Ibis Res results caused

by the reinsurance agreements
is expected to be absorbed entirely by the

bondholders and the Company is not entitled to any residual amounts
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15 Debt

Accordingly the Company is not the primary beneficiary of Ibis Re and

does not consolidate the entity in the Companys financial statements

Under indemnity reinsurance transactions in which the Company is

the ceding insurer the Company remains liable for policy claims if

the assuming company fails to meet its obligations To mitigate this

risk the Company has control procedures to evaluate the financial

condition of reinsurers and to monitor the concentration of credit risk

The selection of reinsurance companies is based on criteria related to

solvency and
reliability and to lesser degree diversification

Business Divestitures

The Company has used reinsurance to exit certain businesses such as

the disposals of FFG and LTC Reinsurance was used in these cases to

facilitate the transactions because the businesses shared legal entities

with operating segments that the Company retained Assets supporting

liabilities ceded relating to these businesses are mainly held in trusts and

the separate accounts relating to FFG are still reflected in the Companys

balance sheet If the reinsurers became insolvent we would be exposed

to the risk that the assets in the trusts and/or the
separate accounts

would be insufficient to support the liabilities that would revert back

to us The reinsurance recoverable from The Hartford was $1185687

and $1221513 as of December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

The reinsurance recoverable from John Hancock was $2303221 and

$1569252 as of December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

The reinsurance agreement associated with the FFG sale also stipulates

that The Hartford contribute funds to increase the value of the separate

account assets relating to Modified Guaranteed Annuity business sold

if such value declines below the value of the associated liabilities If

The Hartford fails to fulfill these obligations the Company will be

obligated to make these payments

In addition the Company would be responsible for administering this

business in the event of reinsurer insolvency We do not currently have

the administrative
systems

and capabilities to process
this business

Accordingly we would need to obtain those capabilities in the event

of an insolvency of one or more of the reinsurers of these businesses

We might be forced to obtain such capabilities on unfavorable terms

15 Debt

with resulting material adverse effect on our results of operations

and financial condition

As of December 31 2010 we were not aware of
any regulatory actions

taken with
respect to the solvency of the insurance subsidiaries of

The Hartford or John Hancock that reinsure the FFG and LTC

businesses and the Company has not been obligated to fulfill any of

such reinsurers obligations

Segment Client Risk and Profit Sharing

The Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty Property segments

write business produced by their clients such as mortgage lenders and

servicers financial institutions and reinsures all or portion of such

business to insurance subsidiaries of some clients Such
arrangements

allow significant flexibility in structuring
the sharing of risks and

profits

on the underlying business

substantial portion of Assurant Solutions and Assurant Specialty

Propertys reinsurance activities are related to agreements to reinsure

premiums and risks related to business generated by certain clients

to the clients own captive insurance companies or to reinsurance

subsidiaries in which the clients have an ownership interest Through

these
arrangements our insurance subsidiaries share some of the

premiums and risk related to client-generated business with these clients

When the reinsurance companies are not authorized to do business in

our insurance subsidiarys domiciliary state the Companys insurance

subsidiary generally obtains collateral such as trust or letter of credit

from the reinsurance company or its affiliate in an amount equal to

the outstanding reserves to obtain full statutory
financial credit in the

domiciliary state for the reinsurance

The Companys reinsurance
agreements

do not relieve the Company

from its direct obligation to its insureds Thus credit
exposure

exists to

the extent that any reinsurer is unable to meet the obligations assumed

in the reinsurance agreements To mitigate its exposure to reinsurance

insolvencies the Company evaluates the financial condition of its

reinsurers and holds substantial collateral in the form of funds trusts

and letters of credit as security under the reinsurance agreements

In February 2004 the Company issued two series of senior notes with

an aggregate principal amount of $975000 The Company received

net proceeds of $971537 from this transaction which represents

the principal amount less the discount The discount of $3463 is

amortized over the life of the notes and is included as part of interest

expense on the statement of operations The first series is $500000 in

principal amount bears interest at 5.63%
per year and is payable in

single installment due February 15 2014 and was issued at 0.11%

discount The second series is $475000 in principal amount bears

interest at 6.75% per year
and is payable in single installment due

February 15 2034 and was issued at 0.6 1% discount Interest on the

senior notes is payable semi-annually on February 15 and August 15 of

each year
The senior notes are unsecured obligations and rank equally

with all of the Companys other senior unsecured indebtedness The

senior notes are not redeemable prior to maturity
All of the holders

of the senior notes exchanged their notes in May 2004 for new notes

registered under the Securities Act of 1933 as amended

The interest expense
incurred for the

years
ended December 31 2010

2009 and 2008 related to the senior notes was $60188 There was

$22570 of accrued interest at December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively The Company made interest payments of $30094 on

February 15 2010 and August 15 2010 respectively

Credit Facility

The Companys commercial paper program requires the Company

to maintain liquidity facilities either in an available amount equal to

any outstanding notes from the commercial
paper program or in an

amount sufficient to maintain the ratings assigned to the notes issued

from the commercial
paper program

The Companys subsidiaries do not

maintain commercial
paper or other borrowing facilities at their level

This program is currently backed up by $350000 senior revolving

credit
facility

of which $325604 was available at December 31 2010

due to outstanding letters of credit
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Schedule ISummaryof Investments Other Than
Investments in Related Parties

ASSURANT INC AT DECEMBER 31 2010
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Schedule 11Condensed Balance Sheet Parent Only
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Schedule lI-Condensed Income Statement Parent Only
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Schedule IhCondensed Cash Flows Parent Only
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Schedule II SupplementaryInsurance Information
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Schedule IVReinsurance
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Schedule Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures

Assurant uses operating return on equity ROE as an important

measure of the Companys operating performance Operating ROE equals

fullvear net operating income for the periods presented divided by

average stockholders equity for the year excluding accumulated other

comprehensive income loss AOCI The Company believes Operating

ROE provides investors valuable measure of the performance of the

Companys ongoing business because it excludes the effect of net realized

gains losses on investments that tend to be highly variable and those

events that are unusual and/or unlikely to recur The comparable GAAP

measure would be GA/sR ROE defined as fullyear net income divided by

average stockholders equity for the yeai GAAP ROE for the year ended

Dec 31 2011 was 5.8 percent as shown in the following reconciliation

table
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Assurant uses hook value per diluted share excluding AOCI as an

important measure of the Companys stockholder value Book value per

diluted share excluding AOCI equals total stockholders equity excluding

AOCI divided by diluted shares outstanding Tile Company believes book

value per diluted share excluding AOCI provides investors valuable

mmeasure of stockholder value because it excludes the effect of unrealized

gains losses on investments which tend to be highly variable and other

accumulated conmprehensive income items The comparable GAAP mem.sure

would be hook value per diluted share defined as total stockholders equity

divided by diluted shares outstanding Book value per diluted share was

$4581 arid 541.03 as of Dec 31 2010 and 2009 respectively as showmi in

the reconciliation table
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Other Information

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

Assurant Inc

One Chase Manhattan Plaza

4Vt Floor

New York NY 10005

Telephone 212.859.7000

www.assurant.com

INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTING FIRM

PncewaterhouseCoopers LLP

300 Madison Avenue

New York NY 10017

Telephone 646.471.3000

Fax 813.286.6000

www.pwc.com

STOCK LISTING

INVESTOR INFORMATION

Melissa Kivett

Senior Vice President Investor Relations

Assurant Inc

One Chase Manhattan Plaza 415t Floor

New York NY 10005

212.859.7029

melissa kivett@assurant.com

You also may visit the Investor Relations section of the Assurant

website http /ir.assurant.com

FORM 10-K AND OTHER REPORTS ______

Copies of the 2010 Annual Report on Form 10-K and

other reports filed with the U.S Securities and Exchange

Commission SEC also are available without charge

from the Investor Relations section of the Assurant website at

http//ir.assurant.com or by dialing 866.888.4219

Assurant is traded on the New York Stock Exchange

under the symbol AIZ

SHAREHOLDER INQUIRIES

BNYMeIIon Shareowner Services LLC is the stock transfer

agent All questions on issuance of stock certificates

changes of ownership lost stock certificates changes of

address and other similar matters should be addressed to

BNYMeIIon

RO Box 358015

Pittsburgh PA 15252

www.bnymellon.com/shareowner/equityaccess

Domestic Shareholders 877.761.3451

TDD for Hearing Impaired 800.231.5469

Foreign Shareholders 201.680.6578

TDD Foreign Shareholders 201.680.6610

For additional copies of the Assurant Annual Report or

Assurant news releases please visit our website

http//ir.assurant.com

In addition you also may request public Assurant financial

information by dialing 866.888.4219

SEC AND NYSE CERTIFICATIONS

Assurant has included as Exhibits 31 and 32 to its 2010

Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC certifications

of Assurants Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial

Officer as required under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 as

amended regarding the companys public disclosures

In 2010 Assurants Chief Executive Officer also submitted

to the New York Stock Exchange NYSE certification stating

that he is not aware of any violations by Assurant of the NYSE

corporate governance listing standards

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Some of the statements included in this Annual Report

are forward-looking statements within the meaning

of the U.S Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995

Please see the Risk Factors section in our 2010 Annual

Report on Form 10-K for detailed discussion of the risk

factors that could cause our actual results to differ from

expectations or estimates reflected in these forward-looking

statements

Designed by Labrador 212 792-4068
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and Board of Directors As of March 282011
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Assurant Inc

One Chase Manhattan Plaza

41st Floor

New York NY 10005

Telephone 2128597000
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